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Abstract
Many small businesses today experience apprehension or anxiety when adopting new and
emerging technologies in their place of business. Though we live in a time of unparalleled access
to technology, many businesses still avoid adopting technology or upgrading to the latest
version. Despite knowing the advantages of using technology to conduct business (in-person or
on the Internet), some businesses purposely choose to not use technology. The purpose of this
phenomenological qualitative case study was to understand why these businesses choose to do
so, and to learn what can be done to help them overcome these barriers to technological
adoption. The method for this study included in-depth interviews with 30 small businesses
located in Queens, New York. Queens, NY was selected for the site of this study because I am
from Queens, is a small business owner, and has an intimate knowledge of how business is
conducted in this region. Queens is the most ethnically and linguistically diverse borough in
NYC, and by situating the study here, I hoped to examine how and why technology was used.
Thus, the data collection and data analysis process sought to record the experiences and beliefs
of all participants to understand their technology adoption position based on social and cultural
experiences, motivations, and beliefs.
Keywords: technologies, adoption, barriers, communication, business
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
“Adoption of a new idea, behavior, or product (i.e., "innovation") does not happen
simultaneously in a social system; rather it is a process whereby some people are more apt to
adopt the innovation than others” – BUSPH, 2019
Overview
Many small businesses today experience apprehension when adopting new and emerging
technologies in their place of business. Though we live in a time of unparalleled access to
technology, many businesses still avoid adopting technology or upgrading to the latest version.
Despite knowing the advantages of using technology to conduct business (in-person or on the
Internet), some businesses purposely choose to not use technology. The purpose of this
phenomenological qualitative case study is to understand why these businesses choose to do so
and to learn what can be done to help them overcome these barriers to technological adoption.
The method for this study included in-depth interviews with 30 small businesses located in
Queens, New York. Queens, New York was selected for the site of this study because I am from
Queens, am a small business owner, and have an intimate knowledge of how business is
conducted in this region. Queens is the most ethnically and linguistically diverse borough in
NYC, and by situating the study here, I hoped to examine how and why technology was used.
Thus, the data collection and data analysis process sought to record the experiences and beliefs
of all participants to understand their technology adoption position. This research study,
therefore, analyzed the reasons for or against adopting technology in a small business setting.
Why This Study is Needed
Not all small businesses are quick to adopt new technology. There are many reasons why
they fail to adopt new technology or fall behind their competitors. Often the problem is as simple
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as not using the latest business software or is the result of a business not having the people
available to teach the owners how to use it. There are many other reasons that can offer
explanations for why this is the case, which is why this study was conducted. Interestingly,
despite business owners understanding the advantages of using technology and keeping abreast
of the newest innovations to help them build their business, there is still a large percentage of
businesses in the United States with outdated and nearly obsolete technology (e.g., SMART
technology, Internet, computer software and business applications, and other digital tools).
Consequently, understanding why some businesses fail or are slow to adopt new technology in
the workplace can not only help to better communicate the advantages of using these tools but
can also directly influence and build the relationship between business owners and clients.
Chapter one will introduce the topic and scope of the dissertation study including the
background, the problem statement, the purpose of the study, the significance of the study, the
site selection of Queens, New York, the research questions guiding the study, and finally the
definitions used in the study.
Background of the Study
The introduction of new technology in the workplace can encounter both positive and
negative responses from employers and employees alike. Whenever, new patterns, processes,
and systems are added through adoption, some individuals will not readily accept these changes,
even when the change could bring significant results (Langmia & Tyree, 2017; Sahoo & Sahoo,
2019; Zhu, 2019). Langmia and Tyree (2017) stated that understanding that a small business
needs to adopt new and emerging technologies is vital to the support of its practices in today's
world. When a company sells products and services to its clients, that company must remain
competitive in the marketplace and innovative to have a cutting edge. In this study, the authors
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examine the challenges of adopting new technologies in the workplace, especially in situations
that lead to cultural resistance. One of the main reasons people fear change is because people
tend to think that the traditional way of doing business is always the best (Narayanan et al.,
2019). This line of thinking suggests that just because it has been working well all along since its
inception, nothing new needs to be done to improve the situation. Also, business owners,
especially those of the older generation, may lack the technical expertise and knowledge
necessary to learn new technologies and applications in the workplace. As a result, they may
simply avoid adding new technology if they feel they might be looked down on by their younger
employees, many of whom have grown up using technology.
While small business owners, those who manage their businesses directly, may avoid
technology adoption in the workplace, larger businesses that have management and leadership
teams can still fail to promote current technological use. They can fail to encourage and support
their employees to learn about and adopt new technologies. Management’s reluctance to allow
new technology in the workplace can create a barrier to communication, even failing to make
informed decisions for employees when new change initiatives are needed based on employee
talents and skillsets (Keeys & Huemann, 2017). It also paves the way for apprehension and fear
when emerging technological projects are received by project teams that need to be worked on
and implemented. Keeys and Huemann (2017) stressed that significant technological adoption
and change within a small business can only be received well if upper leadership and
management support are present; otherwise, any implementation of change will not gain the
necessary perspective and traction. Transparency is critical in technological adoption as it helps
to provide clarity to all employees and stakeholders and collaboration among all project teams.
For successful technological adoption to occur in a small business setting and environment, there
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must be a good and careful alignment between the financial investment that it takes to purchase
such technology and applications and the incorporation of it into the day-to-day practices of the
company itself.
New and improved techniques for technological adoption should give advertisers and
marketers concise ways to communicate well with clients and potential customers through the
aspects of personalized business branding (Averbakh & Pereira, 2015; Duffet, 2017; Schweiger
et al., 2018). For example, Averbakh and Pereira (2015) discussed the various barriers to
technological adoption by individuals and small businesses and the concern that comes with
falling behind when it comes to not having the latest software applications in the workplace.
Some organizations do not have a strategic plan to adopt new versions of the technology, which
results in serious issues arising that stop new projects immediately and prevent new revenue
gains. These authors suggest digital transformation as the process that business owners can use to
introduce recent technological change by listening to the needs of new employees. Artificial
intelligence adoption is also necessary to increase small business and enterprise intelligence,
having better data-driven work environments and cloud analytics. When a small business
successfully implements new technological systems, it will always meet its initiatives and save
time and money in its product and services output.
Technological adoption should be integrated with certain types of marketing vehicles to
create awareness among project teams to utilize new social media platforms to help reflect the
personality of the small business (Ellul, 1964; Gatarik, 2019; Shin et al., 2016). While some
leaders and managers see the introduction of new digital software technologies as a very sensible
way of doing business, some employees, on the other hand, may feel insecure and apprehensive
of such change. This is because they may think that their position lacks direction from
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management which can lead to them being downsized or replaced throughout the process of
small business and organizational restructuring. The emphasis is on excellent communication.
This results in informing all employees, stakeholders, and consultants how they and the small
business will be affected by the new changes of technological implementation, which can also
cause a little bit of disruption. Leaders and managers need to talk about the adoption of new
technology in the workplace openly and candidly to communicate a vision and mission for the
future properly. A digital transformation is a marathon act as it takes time to implement. Crossdepartmental communication is necessary to receive testimonials and feedback through adopting
new technology and software applications.
Open-source technologies are responsible for value creation within an organization,
emphasizing the elements in a company's product and services that a very knowledgeable and
informed customer base pays for regularly (Ruddock, 2017; Von Groddeck, 2011). Ruddick
(2017) talks about open-source technology whose examples are different types of servers, ecommerce platforms for purchasing and selling, internet browsers like Mozilla Firefox, and
complete office suites such as Adobe and Microsoft Office. When technologies are implemented
in a small business, the result is that the organization becomes more adaptable, customizable, and
efficient in terms of its strategy and processes. The best way to adopt new technology in a small
business is to bring onboard lightweight data processing solutions that have easy-to-understand
frameworks such as software known as Bootstrap and Apache Spark. Open-source technology
adoption will allow employees to work independently of software providers and manage and
bring projects to completion in much faster and more efficient ways. Companies will build
platforms that take their data and transform it into knowledge that can be shared from employee
to employee.
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Some small businesses use technology and successful innovations to adapt and become
market leaders while also increasing competitiveness (Stummer et al., 2015; Tseng et al., 2017;
Zollo et al., 2020). An online business can significantly benefit from open-source software such
as E-commerce. This is a fundamental tool for a customer and shopper managing their shopping
cart before purchase. Multiple shops can be managed from one platform and features that allow
for various payment processors, which can complement significant marketplaces to bring in large
amounts of revenue for a company. Tseng et al. (2017) also emphasized the importance of an
open-source community, a global community of technology experts who develop and improve
digital software and tools that a small business can use for free to enhance its growth. This
allows a company to save time and money as there is no need for subscription fees as
sophisticated languages, tools and libraries are built for all employees to use. Customer
relationship management software such as SuiteCRM can also be used to access and work on a
small business' contracts, product designs and development, invoices, reporting, fundraising
events, surveys, and staff meetings.
When advanced technology and its solutions are adopted into a business' mainframe
model, it is essential to connect sustainability, especially in the categories of financial and
economic (O'Connor & Crowley-Henry, 2015; Rantala et al., 2018; Von Groddeck, 2011). For
example, Rantala et al. (2018) talked about the importance of advanced technology in the
workplace and how such adoption helps every department from design, finance, and operations.
Suppose a small business does not have an innovative strategic plan in place. In that case, the
implementation of new technologies can prove to be very damaging and misleading to the
company and its employees. New and improving technological solutions should be linked
directly to the mission, vision, and goals of an organization. If it does not, it will result in a waste
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of time and money and not the achievement of sustainable results. Before a small business adopts
new technology into its strategic cycles and processes, it must first have an approach that looks
at the existing business model first to learn how to apply its employees' skill sets and talents
efficiently. This approach will significantly reduce the risk of making the wrong investments
regarding technology adoption and instead will pave the way for solutions to occur.
The rapid adoption of many social media platforms and many mobile devices creates
many opportunities to get the attention of potential customers (Erliksson et al., 2020; Ma et al.,
2014; Verburg et al., 2018). Erliksson et al. (2020) also emphasized the fundamental importance
of strategic implementation which is the sum of working activities in the workplace of a small
business that is required to execute a successful strategic plan. Examples of business strategies
are planning, which helps to locate the steps that help achieve goals, efficiency, which allows to
allocate resources to meet project deliverables and milestones, and the building and development
of a competitive advantage that allows for the capitalization on the strengths of the small
business to capture and hold the attention of the target market. Decisions need first to be made on
prioritizing data that results in all employees being on the same page and the achievement of
customer and employee interactions through tactical approaches. A strategic small business
strategy should have a SWOT analysis, PESTLE analysis, measurements that track the
company's output, and how to cross-sell more innovative and original products and services.
Since the small business and retail world is constantly rapidly changing, new technology
utilization allows a firm to keep up with all recent marketing trends and find new ways to
advertise and sell (Erliksson et al., 2020; Heyden et al., 2017; Voorveld et al., 2018). The authors
wanted to articulate the importance of surveying over 4,200 small business owners in six
different countries to get an international feel and idea of why leaders and managers are fearful,
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apprehensive, and slow to adopt new technology. For example, small businesses that adopt and
utilize new technological software, systems, and applications have over 105% more productivity
and efficiency in their day-to-day work ethics and completion of tasks. They also experience a
120% increase in revenue because of technological adoption in their firms—the excitement and
passion for what they do increase by 27%. This is a massive increase in business and product
value as technological change vastly improves cash flow characteristics while allowing a firm to
remain competitive. It is imperative to encourage and adapt to small and incremental changes in
technology adoption instead of rushing into high-cost and high-risk purchases and investments.
Utilizing new technology should run in parallel to building brand awareness, acquiring
new clients that are informed about your products and services, choosing the suitable types of
social media networks based on business scope, and creating the right content for customers
(Creswell & Poth, 2018; IIavarasan et al., 2018; Talat et al., 2017). The biggest reasons a small
business is slow or apprehensive to adopt new and improving digital technology can be attributed
to the negative outlook and behaviors of the employees of an organization. Typically, there is a
lack of clarity when it comes to establishing a clear scope and insight for leaders and managers
to create and implement investments in hardware and software to improve communication and
organizational efficiency better. Technology adoption is also considered a change initiative in
this study. Project sponsors and stakeholders must provide funding for this process and authorize
ownership through their own personal and professional commitments to make sure that this
process is successful. This form of technology change can also cause disruption and resistance
levels among employees, and a plan to tackle such resistance among management needs to be
developed and implemented in due time. For barriers to technology adoption and change to be
overcome and avoided, employees need also to be motivated to more significant learning. They
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have the vision that new technological applications will make their lives, work, and projects
more accessible and faster to accomplish.
Technology, just like mass media, has very strong and powerful social effects that impact
the target audience that should be taken seriously through corporate and industrial applications
(Li et al., 2019; Oner et al., 2015; Ruddock, 2017). For example, Oner et al. (2015) explained
how many small businesses and organizations fall behind and are slow to adopt new technology
because there are many employees who typically have not have technology in their everyday
lives; therefore, they are apprehensive about its adoption. The authors also explain that so many
small businesses do not even have their websites and still utilize old systems of business
approaches simply because of their reluctance to change. Around 36% of individuals say that
cost is their main barrier and reason for not adopting new technology in their business
environment and the problems that come with its implementation. Some small business owners
have explained that they are so fearful and apprehensive about new technology adoption because
they have been hoodwinked and ripped off in the past when trying to implement this change
initiative. In the end, if a company waits too long to purchase and utilize new technology
hardware and software systems, they may be left too far behind catching up will be too costly in
terms of time.
A small business can avoid the conflicts that come with adopting new technology in its
business cycle and infrastructure by teaching its employees to utilize new applications in
interpersonal ways to improve productivity and break down fears and barriers (Narayanan et al.,
2019; Postman, 1993; Sahoo & Sahoo, 2019). A large part of why companies are slow to adopt
new and emerging technologies is that they are given incentives based on specific projects that
they manage always to keep costs low. Lots of small business owners think that technological
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innovations and adoption have to do with the implementation of a huge digital design budget,
and they try to bypass that aspect. Some leaders and managers think this will result in some
projects being done and delivered to the client in much cheaper ways. This is not a good strategy
because new technology adoption makes tasks easier to control, more efficient, and faster to
complete. One of the biggest problems of technological adoption is that a small business does not
see an immediate return on investment upfront from its implementation, as many leaders and
managers experience an upfront cost and no financial gains until the end. This article details that
new technology can prevent mistakes in small business practices and settings that are too costly
and save time and money in the long run.
Solomon and Linton (2016) stated that technological innovation and its adoption has a lot
to do with the development, organization and commercialization of technology based on its
growth. For example, new technology can drastically help improve the communication processes
of a project team and small business. Individuals can use instant messaging applications to get in
touch with each other as well as their clients. Technology adoption can be used to reinvent the
structure of a small business by increasing its productivity as well as efficiency. In today’s
world, businesses and individuals like to acquire large amounts of data. Technology adoption is a
part of the digital transformation that includes the change from traditional and manual operating
patterns and methods to platforms such as social media and the development of company
websites.
More and more small business engages in bringing their content onto social media
platforms to bring an increase in their sales and revenue practices. Allen (2020) explained that
the adoption of technology has a lot to do with the attitudes and wants of the customer. A strong
social media strategy increases and boosts content marketing and advertising. Small business
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owners, managers and leaders can save a huge amount of funds because they utilize social media
platforms. Social networks give the ability to increase sales while at the same time cutting costs.
A great benefit of using social media is the low cost that it offers as it is a very inexpensive way
of put a brand universally online.
Problem Statement
The problem this study sought to analyze is why some businesses fail or are slow to adopt
new technology in the workplace. The adoption of new applications is less than optimal or
favorable because of types of barriers such as the perceived costs and complexity of new
technological changes and a lack of small business cultures that support original change
initiatives (Fuchs, 2018; Goh & Ma, 2014; IIavarasan et al., 2018). For example, a lot of
companies are apprehensive to this technological change because of the time they think it takes
to build this structure around their everyday operations. Since so many firms have employees
who are always busy, they may think that no one has the time for technology adoption. Over
70% of small businesses within the past year have stated that big data and analytics is a
challenge to their strategy and practice. Small business owners who are slow to adopt new
technology in their operations need to understand that digital strategies such as social media
implementation need to be enterprise-wide that encompass all aspects of revenue development.
Modern-day consumers use social media to find new brands and products that tend to
their needs and such brands direct their marketing and advertising spending to groups of
shoppers that are already showing an interest in their merchandise and offers (Hamouda, 2018;
Kartik, 2011; Rantala et al., 2018). Customers now can search and compare product and service
information based on the utilization of feedback and testimonials that help increase the capital of
target market scenarios. Transformation into technology brings about these small business
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improvements and some of the reasons companies are slow to adopt new technological trends
include the fact that business owners may not see new technological change as necessary. For
example, some small businesses may think of themselves as too small to bring in new
applications and software to improve the way they practice. A huge reason this is still a problem
is that most employees are used to the traditional way of how they have been doing things so far
and do not what to change (Gonzalez-Mulé et al., 2016). However, straying from implementing
new technology in the workplace makes a small business less competitive and it may drive away
valuable clients.
The main characteristic of a culture of individuals that utilize new technological tools is
how they are able to utilize such instruments to solve urgent and specific problems in life and in
business (Ong, 2012; Postman, 1993; Zhu, 2019). This relates to communication and the
adoption of technology as it creates a way for a small business to solve problems and reach a
massively larger audience. Some companies are slow or fail to adopt new technology is that a lot
of employees see it as more of a foreseeable complication rather than a streamlined way to
continue their transactions. Sometimes it is not just the entire firm but particular types of projects
that need new technology to create a clear purpose and establish a baseline schedule to create
deliverables to the client. For example, an architecture firm may need to adopt new technology to
do a survey for a client as this type of project requires the utilization of new tools and software
that other projects do not typically call for. Implementing new software and applications in a
firm has a lot to do with the collaboration within project teams to create an interpersonal way of
communication for proper knowledge sharing (Averbakh & Pereira, 2015; Jarrahi et al., 2017).
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine why some businesses fail or are slow to adopt
new technology with the hope that the results would provide communication professionals ways
to develop strategies to help overcome such barriers. Great employees always have the typical
need to balance their individual responsibilities while sharing new knowledge at the same time
with the rest of the staff whether it be about technology or strategic operations (Ellul, 1964;
Gatarik, 2019; Hao et al., 2015). For example, the implementation of interviews is of
fundamental importance as small business owners will have the opportunity to share their
knowledge and reasons on how to accept new technology in their workplace. A huge new real
estate technological trend that has had an incredible influence within the past couple of years is
the implementation of automated purchasing and rental platforms. Personal interviews will be
conducted to understand the individual consciousness of the interviewee and how they view and
can come to accept new technology in their companies.
It is a good idea to pay attention to new trends in technology so you can understand what
a customer wants based on the emerging trends that allow a small business to create appropriate
content that allows for an easier and faster movement of their products and services (Huan, 2018;
Lee & Hong, 2016; Li et al., 2019). For example, these interviews will educate the small
business owner and manager on the new technological trends based on the profession that they
are in. They will be able to formulate ways to market and advertise on social media platforms
while using new and emerging software. Through the interview process, it is important to
understand why some small business owners choose to carry and sell the products and services
that they have and why they also have excluded others. This will allow me to understand their
thought process and their target market as well as any issues they may have in purchasing any
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goods wholesale. These interviews allow for the exploration of the stories and real-life empirical
experiences and worldviews of the managers and leaders spoken to understand their strengths
and weaknesses.
Interpersonal qualitative communication that utilizes technology allows for the inception
of remote collaboration among project teams and virtual reality simulations that allows for the
convenience of information sharing (Ruddock, 2017; Solomon & Linton, 2016; Von Groddeck,
2011). For example, new technology that can be adopted and implemented in the hospitality, bar
and restaurant industry is a delivery software application that allows the purchaser to track where
the delivery is on a map while it is on the way. Also, an online ordering system is something that
a lot of bars and restaurants do not have as this is a very convenient way for someone to order
when they are on the go. It is important to understand what level each small business owner is on
when it comes to being technologically savvy as this will allow me to understand how much help
they need when it comes to technological adoption. Through the interview process a consistent
connection will be built between theory, methodology and empirical findings. I will
conceptualize the data that I gather to create a narrative and phenomenological analysis of each
participant.
Site Location for Study
Queens is a borough in New York City. It is located on Long Island and is the largest of
the five boroughs (i.e., Brooklyn, The Bronx, Staten Island, and Manhattan) in New York City
(Ny.gov, 2022). According to the 2020 census, Queens has a population of nearly 2.4 million
residents. Additionally, while all five boroughs are culturally diverse, Queens is considered one
of the most ethnically and linguistically diverse cities in the United States (NY.gov, 2022).
Nearly 47% of all residents in Queens are foreign-born, with nearly 40% hailing from Asia (U.S.
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Census, 2020). According to Civitalis: New York (2022), “It is home to 150 different cultures
and is currently the fastest-growing borough, increasing its tourist attractions as well” (para. 1).
Queens holds the Guinness World’s record for the “most ethnically diverse urban area on the
planet,” (as cited in Koyfman, 2017, para. 1).
Brief History of Queens
Queens was established in 1683 as one of the original counties in the Province of New
York. It shares waters with neighboring boroughs such as Manhattan, Staten Island, and the
Bronx. It is the second most populated county in the state of New York after Brooklyn and
approximately 48% of its residents are foreign born. When it comes to communication, Queens
is the place with the most spoken languages on earth and is also one of the most ethnically
diverse places to live and visit. Examples of languages spoken are English, Spanish, Korean,
Russian, Chinese, Italian, Tagalog, Greek, French Creole, Hindi, Polish, Arabic, Persian,
Hebrew, Japanese, Slavic, German, Thai, and Portuguese. In the late 1800s, it was voted and
authorized into an official borough through the New York State Legislature.
The Queens Borough Public Library was established in the mid-1800s and is one of the
largest library institutions in the United States which is made up of approximately 63 branches.
In the early 1900s the development and implementation of the Queensboro Bridge and the Long
Island Railroad Tunnel had huge impacts on the development of Queens as well as the
introduction of convenient transportation for its citizens. To provide air transportation,
LaGuardia Airport was built in the late 1930s and John F. Kennedy International Airport in the
late 1940s. The Metro Transit Authority (MTA) is the city’s 24-hour subway system and it has
over 470 stations which is more than other metro train system in the entire world. Currently, a
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new streetcar line is proposed that will connect the borough of Queens to the Borough of
Brooklyn and this service is proposed to begin in the year 2024.
Table 1
Population in Queens
Population Estimates, July 1 2021, (V2021)

2,331,143

Population estimates base, April 1, 2020, (V2021)

2,405,464

Population, percent change - April 1, 2020 (estimates base) to July 1, 2021,

-3.1%

(V2021)
Population, Census, April 1, 2020

2,405,464

Population, Census, April 1, 2010

2,230,722

*US Census Bureau, 2020
Neighborhoods in Queens
The U.S. Postal Service has four zip codes that serve the Queens, New York area. These
areas include Long Island City, Jamaica, Flushing, and Far Rockaway. Although these zip codes
help to understand how Queens is situated, most neighborhoods do not have fixed boundaries.
Many neighborhoods overlap one another. The neighborhoods are:


Forest Hills



Fresh Meadows



Glendale



Jackson Heights



Jamaica



Ozone Park



Rockaway
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St. Albans



Sunnyside
This is important because residents of Queens closely identify with their neighborhood

rather than their borough or city (NY.gov, 2022). Historically, many neighborhoods consist of
ethnic groups such as Chinese, Korean, Latino, or Italian Americans. For instance, Ozone Park is
home to many Italian, Hispanic, and Guyanese populations. Likewise, Astoria has a large
population of Greek residents as well as many Spanish-Americans and immigrants from the
Middle East. For example, I live in the district of East Elmhurst which includes LaGuardia
Airport and Astoria Boulevard that provides quick access of transportation to Long Island
through the expressway and Manhattan through the Holland Tunnel. Small businesses in East
Elmhurst, Queens are very diverse as they include restaurant and bars, wine and spirits,
plumbing and heating, and mechanical and construction.
The economic development law of New York City states that a small business is an
establishment that has fewer than 100 employees and is also owned, managed, and operated
independently. The small businesses that I interviewed are located in East Elmhurst and Long
Island City, Queens. I have chosen to interview in these areas because they are where I live and
work and this provides good convenience for me to reach the owners and managers. Long Island
City is a neighborhood that has a very good nightlife scene as it is also linked to another district
known as Astoria, contemporary museums and a large waterfront that provides a great view of
Manhattan. Life in Queens, New York is typically very good as it is one of the safest boroughs to
live, purchase a home, and raise a family. Doing business is also very convenient and efficient as
Queens is a place that has a lot of job opportunities in the professions of entertainment,
manufacturing, retail, and transportation.
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Racial Makeup of Queens
Queens is made up of approximately 586,000 Asians, 550,000 White Non-Hispanics,
390,000 African Americans, 51,000 multi-racial non-Hispanic, 293,000 Hispanic, 35,000 multiracial Hispanic, 271,000 Hispanic, 26,000 African American Hispanic, 11,000 American Indian
and Alaskan Native, 2,500 Asian Hispanic, and 825 Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander.
When it comes to employment, almost 100,000 individuals are in management occupations,
followed by office and administrative, sales, business and finance, food preparation and serving
related, building and maintenance, personal care and service and transportation. Spanish is the
most widely used language among non-English speakers followed by Chinese and Bengali.
Approximately over 55% of all the residents of Queens speak a foreign language which is higher
than the national average of approximately 22%. The median age of native natural born citizens
is approximately 28-years-old and the median age of foreign-born citizens is approximately 50years-old. In terms of global diversity, most individuals are from the Dominican Republic
followed by China and Jamaica.
Languages Spoken in Queens
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, there are over 135 languages spoken within
Queens. In 2010, the most common languages spoken included:
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Table 2
Languages in Queens, New York
Language

Population

Percentage

Spanish

509,000

24%

Chinese

182,000

8.6%

Other Indian

82,400

3.9%

Korean

54,000

2.5%

Russian

35,200

1.7%

Tagalog

32,800

1.5%

Greek

30,700

1.4%

French Creole

30,300

1.4%

Italian

27,300

1.3%

Polish

24,600

1.2%

Hindi

19,400

0.9%

Urdu

19,100

0.9%

Other Asian

18,600

0.9%

Other Indo-European

17,700

0.8%

French

14,300

0.7%

Arabic

13,600

0.6%

African*

10,300

0.5%

Serbo-Croatian

9,498

0.4%

Hebrew

8,476

0.4%

Portuguese

8,117

0.4%
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As of 2020, 55% of all residents spoke a language different than English at home. Only
49% of children, ages 5-17, spoke English at home. Spanish is still the second most spoken
language (25.1%).
The Culture of Queens, New York
The photos below show what the borough of Queens, New York looks like. The first
picture is an aerial view and the other one is a shot of a street with small businesses.
Figure 1
Aerial Shot of Queens, NY
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Figure 2
Street in Queens, NY

The arts and culture of Queens, New York is vibrant as it encompasses many different
types of museums and libraries that carry many types of contemporary art, murals, graphic
designs from commercial and freelance artists, technology and history films, and video
recordings. For example, the Museum of the Moving Image has different types of techniques,
historical artifacts, digital media, and content and 3D movies. It is an art and cultural
organization that acquires, preserves and gives the public access to moving image related study
and animation. This is done through multimedia exhibitions and programming that is educational
to all age groups. Exterior murals are also available in public spaces on street walls that depict
the skills and talent of the best street artists in Queens and all around the world to promote
community beautification.
Graphic arts in Queens are responsible for implementing and integrating positive change
in the social environment and lives of its visitors and citizens. It is a great way of experiencing
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the borough on a budget and understand the activism and community challenges some of the
citizens experience. The Kupferberg Center is a huge multi-disciplinary arts and culture complex
that hosts lots of big name shows in three large auditoriums with acts like Jerry Seinfeld, Patti
LaBelle, and David Bowie. Upcoming events include the performance of the Queens Symphony
Orchestra, salsa singing and dancing and the stand-up comedy and signing. There are also
innovative residency programs that join universities and colleges with professional dance artists
to perform for the public.
Table 3
Race and Hispanic Origin
Race
White alone, percent

%
47.8%

Black or African American alone, percent

20.7%

American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent

1.3%

Asian alone, percent

26.9%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent

0.2%

Two or More Races, percent

3.0%

Hispanic or Latino, percent

28.2%

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent

24.9%

The Economy of Queens
Queens has a wealthy economy due in part to its location and because it is home to two of
the three major New York City airports, John F. Kennedy and LaGuardia. It has the secondlargest economy of all boroughs, following behind Manhattan. It has the most diversified
economy with occupations spread evenly across health care, retail trade, manufacturing,
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construction, transpiration, and TV/Film (NY.gov, 2022). According to NY.gov (2022), “Small
businesses act as an important part of the borough's economic vitality with two-thirds of all
businesses employing between one to four people” (Key Aspects). Job opportunities abound in
Queens, specifically in healthcare, transpiration, and manufacturing.
More so, Queens has an active sports connection with Citi Field, home to the New York
Mets baseball team as well as the Aqueduct Racetrack. Queens has hosted the U.S. Open Grand
Slam Tennis Tournament since 1978. Furthermore, Queens has hosted two world fairs, the most
recent in 1964 (Civitalis, 2022). Street fairs are held various times every year to attract visitors
and tourists from all over the world that give the youth a chance to experience arts and crafts and
mentoring through sports and other extracurricular activities. The most famous one is the Queens
Summer Festival that takes place in Flushing Meadows Corona Park. Family friendly activities
are available like park wide scavenger hunts, tours of the state pavilion and food and craft dinks
vending.
Housing within the borough consists of high-rise apartment buildings in western and
central Queens and many low-rise structures in neighborhoods to the east. The 2020 U.S. Census
Bureau reports that there are 864,790 housing units within Queens, with 91% occupied, and 55%
inhabited by renters. More so, 72% of all housing units are multi-unit dwellings with only 28%
single-family homes. The median price for a home in this area is $575k, and as such, the
mobility factor for relocation within the borough is low, only 8%. What this means is that most
residents in Queens tend to stay put. They choose to live within neighborhoods where they feel
most climatized due to ethnic identity or cultural factors.
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Technology in Queens, New York
The 2020 U.S. Census Bureau reports that almost 85.6% of all homes in Queens have
access to the Internet. Nearly 90% of all homes have a computer. Technology available in the
borough of Queens, New York is up to date and modern with the latest trends especially when it
comes to data providers. For example, a small business that has already adopted new technology
or will do so in the near future, needs service providers such as Verizon, Spectrum, Astound
Broadband Sudden Link, and Dish Network. Queens has all of these. These are the major
providers for home and small business as they offer access to the largest fiber optic network in
the nation, very fast synchronous connections for equal download and upload speeds, and
national satellite internet service.
The existing and proposed plans that Queens has put in place to develop and adopt
technology for business and consumers includes the implementation of the Queens Tech Council
that is an independent initiative that focuses on bringing new and emerging technologies to the
borough (Allen, 2020). Their partners include Amazon, Port Authority New York and New
Jersey Land Air and Sea, the Office of the Queens Borough President, and Tech NYC. Incentives
of this program include urban strategies that involve grant programs that help small design and
construction businesses change into 3D printing start-ups that also manufacture building
materials. 3D printing is a large part of the architectural, commercial, and residential and hotel
business in Queens as it allows to demonstrate how proposed urban designs can be supported
financially. This borough is currently very uniquely positioned to be the number one leader in the
technology field in New York City because of the new growth of local entrepreneurs as its
programs have large sponsorships and stakeholders from Google, Facebook, and Amazon.
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Businesses in Queens, New York
Doing business in Queens, New York for entrepreneurs, owners, and managers has
become increasingly easier and much more streamlined based on available technology. This is
possible because this borough has a program called Entrepreneurship Assistance Center that
serves its small businesses citizens with training programs with intense training courses. These
classes help teach new owners and managers how to talk to existing and potential clients, about
to create products to serve the target market, create better and more efficient business models and
how to analyze financial statements. Fast access to legal accounting and technology is available
to help students understand cash flow and revenue efficiency. Technical skills offered also
includes Zoom teleconferencing, access to Google Drive, project management budgeting and
scheduling, digital advertising and marketing, data and digital content analysis, and ad
management.
Table 4
Businesses in Queens, NY
Total employer establishments, 2019
Total employment, 2019
Total annual payroll, 2019 ($1,000)
Total employment, percent change, 2018-2019

51,163
602,904
31,283,227
3.0%

Total non-employer establishments, 2018

266,193

All firms, 2012

265,643

Men-owned firms, 2012

154,224

Women-owned firms, 2012

97,982

Minority-owned firms, 2012

173,633
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Nonminority-owned firms, 2012

87,648

Veteran-owned firms, 2012

12,513

Nonveteran-owned firms, 2012

249,046

Research Questions for the Study
Since the purpose of this qualitative phenomenological case study is to examine why
some businesses fail or are slow to adopt new technology, the following research questions will
be used to guide the researcher’s investigation into this phenomenon.
RQ 1. Why do some businesses lack technology?
This research question is important to ask because it allows the researcher to understand
the challenges that small business owners face such as integrations and upgrades to their
software, learning through machines, and how to store financial data securely.
RQ 2. What are the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology?
This research question is important to ask because it allows the researcher to understand
the age group of small business owners that are the most welcoming to technological change in
the workplace.
RQ 3. Why should businesses and organizations that have not implemented new technology be
concerned?
This research question is important to ask because it allows the researcher to understand
the looming threat of competition in different types of professions.
RQ 4. What strategies can be developed to help businesses incorporate new technology?
Finally, this research question is important to ask because different types of small
businesses require certain types of goals and objectives based on the attention of the target
market that they are trying to capture.
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Definition of Terms
The following words are defined here to provide a consistent understanding of their use
throughout this dissertation.
Apprehension: Refers to the act of someone feeling fear or anxiety that something
unpleasant will happen because of their environment or their own doings (Barton, 2019).
Advertising: The internal and external marketing communication strategy that utilizes
commercialized types of techniques to associate a product or service name and image with
qualities of goodness on the minds of customers (Lee & Hong, 2016).
Branding: A small business strategy that that shows where you are as a company and
shows how you treat your customers by using visual graphical elements that represents the firm
such as colors that represent different types of emotions (Chen, 2019). For example, orange
represents optimism, clarity, and warmth while purple stands for creativity and imagination when
a part of a company’s logo.
Cognitive: A term that showcases the mental processes of an individual that are
responsible for them gaining the comprehension of small business knowledge through the stages
such as think, listen, understand, question, justify and learn (Gatarik, 2019). For example,
cognition in advertising and marketing involves the focus on the consumer’s behavior and ways
of thinking that involve their purchasing decisions.
Constructivism: A theory and sequence of learning which allows an educator to help their
students learn and adapt to certain types of new changes that involves the construction of
knowledge and ideas which reflects upon empirical experiences (Sloan & Bowe, 2014). For
example, constructivism is and will be used in this manuscript to help with social media
apprehension as it will allow for the constructive presentation of templates and online campaigns
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to a small business owner in order to help bring their firm into the new era of technological
communication.
Contemporary: A term that means modern day or in the present and when applied to
advertising and marketing characteristics it allows a small business to offer products and services
based on the needs of the target market, the offering of customer support and the implementation
of company websites that offer e-commerce, integrated marketing, and profitability (Narayanan
et al., 2019).
Entrepreneurship: A term used to describe small business founders and owners who are
the creators of value for a brand and convey the process of purchasing a product and service to a
target market and audience (Mosey, 2016). For example, a real estate firm implements new
listings to their existing and potential customers and investors in order to create new value for the
company in terms of advertising, marketing, and the increase of revenue.
Generation Z: The newest generation label that is involved in social media and digital
communication platforms that encompass of almost 68 million individuals who typically feel a
strong connection to a brand if it allows them to feel that the company understands them as well
as their values and beliefs such as climate change, social justice and environmentally friendly
products and services (Kong et al., 2020).
Mainstream: The term used to describe desired ideas, activities and attitudes that are
considered normal, typical, or conventional that allow for the creation of particular types of
trends in business, news, social media, television, radio, education, and the arts (Keller, 2014).
Management: The strategy of an organization that also contains the efforts of the project
team, internal consultants, external stakeholders, the allocation of applicable resources, new and
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emerging technological advancements, departments of specialty, and applicable district branches
(Kong et al., 2020).
Marketing: A small business strategy that includes the selection of the target audience,
the operation of advertising campaigns, the design of products and services as well as repackaging that capture the attention of the target audience (O’Connor & Crowley-Henry, 2019).
For example, marketing is typically done by the seller and engagement managers that includes
the terms of sale such as pricing, product placements, agreements with retailers and distributors
and creating a good and positive feelings about the brand.
Millennials: The group that is affected by social media most often, and close to 60% of
them discover and engage in new fashion trends online and are more likely to make purchases
(Zhu, 2019). For example, over 60% of millennials said that they are more likely to become a
customer of a small business if that company’s brand engages them online and make purchases.
Organizational: A term used to describe a company, small business enterprise, institution
or association that is composed of program and project teams, human resources management,
and operations management (Sigala & Chalkiti, 2015).
Phenomenon: An extraordinary real-world situation that has occurred in literature,
research, small business, and communication that results in having a specific type of meaning to
particular groups and fields of exploration (Keeys & Huemann, 2017). Examples of phenomenon
in social media would be the topic of this proposal which is communication apprehension that
can be studied and analyzed in order to help individuals who have online anxiety and how they
can solve their fears.
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Summary
Chapter One discusses the importance and reasons why small businesses and employees
fear technological adoption, which is the fundamental focus of this research study. The first step
is to understand why so many organizations have outdated systems that are a part of their
everyday business practices and help them understand the importance of adopting new
technologies into their strategic business plans. Some leaders and managers may think that new
technologies are too difficult to integrate into their everyday lives because they are incompatible
with their existing systems. Some employees may already have a natural resistance to change
and the initiatives that come with new technological adoptions. Individuals need to realize that
utilizing new hardware and software systems is like any other change that can improve a
business's functionality. The only difference is that it would drastically shift and improve the
way people work. I need to research and present new data to small business owners that show
them the advantages and perks of bringing new technologies to their enterprises.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
“Technology adoption sounds simple. You just start using new technology. But anyone who's
gone through a software implementation or digital transformation initiative can tell you
adoption of new technology at an organization is challenging.”
– Altadona, 2022
Overview
This study examined the adoption and use of new technology in the workplace. Although
many small businesses embrace new technology and regularly choose to update or upgrade their
technology (Insight, 2017; PRNewswire, 2021), some small businesses avoid technology all
together or unwilling to adopt new technology even if it will simplify practices and make their
business more efficient. With the widespread use of hand-held mobile devices, wireless services,
cloud-based services, it seems unthinkable that anyone in business today would be without
technology. Yet, the truth is that are many businesses in the United States in 2022, that are
failing to adopt new technology or are slow to adapt, update, or upgrade their technology.
In a recent study by PRNewswire, 28% of all businesses in 2021 did not have a website.
According to Small Business Computing (2019),
Almost half (42 percent) of small business owners say they don’t use technology to its
full capacity, and 13 percent say they don’t use any technology at all, according to a
recent Oasis survey of 289 owners of U.S. businesses with 10 to 99 employees. (para. 1)
Insight (2017) reported that 27% of small businesses do not have any IT support, which suggests
that one of the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology, may be more than just
the bottom-line costs. HRDive (2016) reported that data and security breaches cost American
businesses close to $1.2T simply due to continued use of outdated technology. Today, it seems
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unthinkable that any small business would open themselves up to security threats because of a
lack of new technology to prevent it.
However, while some businesses fail to or are slow to adopt new technology, many are
not. Brother Corporation reported that there was an 18% increase in software use among small
businesses since 2010 (Insight, 2017). In 2015, Microsoft reported a 50% increase in technology
spending, and in an AT&T Small Business Technology Poll, “66% of small business would fail
without wireless technology” (Insight, 2017, para. 4).
The objective of this research, therefore, was to understand why there was a hesitancy to
adopt technology in the workplace despite the availability and affordability of products and
services created for business use. The goal of this study was to learn why this phenomenon
exists, and then take the insight gleaned, and create strategies to help small business owners
adopt technology in their workplace environments.
Chapter Two offers a review of related literature on the topic of technology use in small
business. First, there is a discussion of Media Ecology along with a review of notable theorists
Marshal McLuhan, Walter Ong, Neil Postman, and Jacques Ellul. Next, there is a discussion on
Craig’s Seven Traditions of Communication Theory with a special focus on the cybernetic
tradition. Finally, there is a discussion of studies related to social media, small business
technology, and Technology Adoption Model (TAM).
Review of Communication Theory
This section discusses media ecology and presents a review of notable theorist within the
field of communication.
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Media Ecology
Media ecology is a communication theory that incorporates the study of mass media and
new and emerging technologies and how such aspects impact human environments. Our
contemporary society consists of social communication networks that are internet based which
provide a new media culture, values, and social functions (Algharabat, 2017; Grenny, 2013;
Schweiger et al., 2018). Ecology in this context of study is the relationship between the human
being such as the small business owner, the environment and how to incorporate social media
communication into their everyday business operations and strategy. For example, media
communication tends to affect human perception and how those who do not have their small
businesses on social media platforms as they may feel fearful or apprehensive to do such. As the
word ecology implies the study of environments and their structures, it is easy to see that there is
a large amount of our population and the community that help with the transmission of new
technology into their small businesses. They are certain business owners that we will examine
that are fearful of the adoption of social media technology into their small business plans,
understanding and logistics.
The ways in which diverse media environments shape today’s contemporary society
comes from technique which is the totality and compilation of methods that create a rational
efficiency to achieve technological adoption (Ellul, 1964; Hamouda, 2018; IIavarasan et al.,
2018). For example, media ecology is about the idea and fact that strategic communication is a
medium by itself and it contains a certain characteristics and content that affects society as well
as small businesses. Diverse media environments have a tendency of shaping today’s society as
well as the everyday lives of those that dwell inside of it. This theory states that communication
content is greatly helped by the medium of communication itself. In 1968, media ecology was
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first introduced by Neil Postman who was a media theorist. In this research we will understand
that media is a technological context that creates many different types of communication systems
and one of those systems is social media.
Notable Media Ecology Theorists
There are four theorists who have greatly contributed to discipline of media ecology and
who has written extensively about communication and technology use. These theorists include
Marshall McLuhan, Walter Ong, Neil Postman, and Jacques Ellul.
Marshall McLuhan
There have been many stages of paradigm shifts of communication ever since the
creation especially in the face-to-face linear ways of transmitting messages that influenced
cultures, languages, governments, educational systems, and identities (Baccarella et al., 2018;
Langmia & Tyree, 2017; Ruddock, 2017). Marshall McLuhan was a Canadian philosopher that
created a paradigm shift that explains the aspects of media theory which is a field of study that
has to do with the effects of mass media on an individual as well as businesses. The first coined
the expression known as global village which is a phenomenon that explains that the entire world
will become more interpersonal and interconnected because of new media technologies. For
example, in today’s world McLuhan’s theory holds true as we are becoming more and more
interconnected technologically through social media. This is the basis of this study as we will
examine how social media communication and help small businesses bring their companies on
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn among others. Social media
platforms as well as the Internet have allowed us to undergo technological adoption in which we
globally coexist through the implementation of commerce, culture, and migration.
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McLuhan is also known for creating the phrase “the medium is the message” which
means that messages in communication signify content as well as character and they can easily
shaped and controlled through the association of action (Ong, 2012; Terrell, 2016; Voorveld et
al., 2018). For example, the exchange of speed or design pattern that something original
introduces into human communication and society is a message. The medium itself is the
message that is being implemented and brought forward to achieve greater understanding. The
characteristics of society are affected and shaped by artifacts such as different ways to
communicate through the means of orality, facial expressions, writing, eye contact and drawings.
When a small business decides to put its services and contents over social media platforms this
creates a message to its target audience. Social media networks will now work as the medium
which will carry out the message to existing as well as potential customers.
Walter Ong
Social media communication platforms have become a common and essential part of our
modern day lives that share core elements with the user such as creating their own personal and
business content while establishing friends (Duffet, 2017; Erliksson et al., 2020; Terrell, 2016).
Walter Ong was a Jesuit priest and professor of literature, philosopher and historian who is best
known for exploring how the transformation between orality and literacy influenced society. For
example, the verbal expressions used by societies that does not contain a lot of literacy is orality
and societies in which most of the population is literate and can read and write in at least one
method of language and writing is literacy. Early research has also shown that the idea and
concept of literacy has divided into two parts at these parts are alphabetical literacy which means
the inclusion of letter and word recognition and the societal, cultural, and social attributes of
reading and writing. Orality is also the study of oral tradition in which ideas, arts, and materialist
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cultural is preserved, and implemented from one generation to another. This deal with the
transmission of communication media through speech and song because in the absence of
writing.
Neil Postman
We continually as a society are surrounded by individuals and businesses that only see
what technology can do and not see what it can undo based on its built-in analytics tools
(Erliksson et al., 2020; Postman, 1993; Zollo et al., 2020). Neil Postman who was an author,
media theorist and educator believed in this concept and wrote approximately 20 books
concerning technology and its effects on society. He is also known for one of his bestselling
books called Technopoly in which he details how efficiency has become the primary goal of
human thought and labor. For example, this study agrees with this theory as individuals and
small businesses tend to use modern technologies to make our lives easier and accomplish tasks
and projects much faster. Technology develops and increases productivity through the
automation of everyday processes and workflows. Most successful businesses today utilize
applications that allow for the streamlining of their projects and operations schedules, building
effective customer relationships and interactions and allowing them to gather and implement
customer information and interactions based on the products and services that they have in their
portfolio and operational strategies.
The internet is a very important tool that allows people to reach out and communicate
with billions of users from across the globe as well as do business with them (Huan, 2018;
Langmia & Tyree, 2017; Postman, 1993). Neil Postman also believed that a country such as the
United States of America has developed in to a ‘technopoly’ in which most of its citizens do not
see the risks or downsides of technology and its implementation. Social network adoption which
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is the topic of this study is a prime example as this technology has allowed small businesses to
attract new target market consumers, gather feedback from clients in the form of testimonials and
reduce advertising and marketing costs. The downsides or disadvantages of social media
platforms and communication include the unwanted presence of its users such as those that give
unreasonable negative feedback and misleading and false information based on the products and
services of your competition. Technological adoption does help to facilitate in the continuing
development of online education that stimulates the creativity, drive and emotional thinking of
students and the implementation of learning management systems. Learning management
systems allow the employees of a company to develop and further their skills and talents based
on their job descriptions by providing them with training materials that lead to different types of
certifications that in turn brings the small business more value.
Jacques Ellul
Intelligent technological systems have the tendency and potential to have intense effects
on almost every aspect of our everyday lives as humans from the right to individual privacy,
freedom of artistic expressions and social issues (Chen, 2019; IIavarasan et al., 2018; Ong,
2012). Jacques Ellul was French philosopher, professor and an advocate for Christian anarchy
who believed in this type of adverse impact that emerging and modern technologies is a threat to
human existence such as our religion and everyday freedoms. He is best known for his prolific
writing and has authored over 60 books and 600 articles in his lifetime that demonstrate how
technology can create propaganda especially between politics and religion. He was mostly
concerned with how technology can create a sense of tyranny over humans if not utilized
correctly and for the greater good of all people. His theological work was a main premise of his
entire career as he rejected theories such as romanticism and idealism based on how he perceived
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God and faith. He began to develop explanations based on dialectical theology which is the
revelation and transcendence of God in which his nature and power is completely independent of
that of the material world and universe around us.
Christian freedom is found in the body of Christ which is mythical, and the hope and
accomplishment of humankind is to be changed through the sacraments to experience individual
freedom and relevance (Baccarella et al., 2018; Langmia & Tyree, 2017; McLuhan, 2010). For
example, Jacques Ellul believed in this freedom and did not want to destroy or eliminate the
application of technology but want to pursue a change of our perception towards it. He believed
that technological adoption and applications should be used as personal and business tools only
and they should not regulate and dramatically influence our everyday lives. He was primarily
trained as a sociologist and believed in methodological individualism which is the concept that
the motivation and personality of an individual is developed over time through the creation of
rational choices, perception, and social and economic principles. In his book called The
Technological Society he explains that contemporary society is currently being dominated by
technique which differs from machines or automation and such technique is a combination of
methods through the absolute use of efficiency. Since the contemporary utilization of technology
has become so abundant, the objective to think and act efficiently has become inflicted on almost
all human activity.
Robert T. Craig’s Seven Traditions of Communication Theory
In 1999, Robert T. Craig suggested a way to categorize or organize different
communication theories with the hope that his map would help make theory more accessible to
researchers, students, and others interested in communication research. His approach to
classifying theories into seven traditions has since become a standard perspective from which to
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understand and use theory in communication studies. Craig’s seven traditions include: rhetorical,
socio-cultural, socio-psychological, cybernetics, critical, phenomenological, and semiotic.
Rhetorical Tradition
The idea and notion of implementing consumer business persuasion that becomes
entertaining and current entices customers to interact with each other and express their individual
viewpoints based on the products and services that they enjoy, and this also becomes an
advertising and marketing tool (Hamouda, 2018; IIavarasan et al., 2018; O’Connor & CrowleyHenry, 2019). Robert Craig’s rhetorical tradition is about the mastery of persuasion that
simultaneously works with logic and grammar that examines how speakers, presenters and
writers make use of their techniques and theories to inform, motivate and persuade their
audiences. This is also a strategy that is created to help individuals who are involved in and
typically do presentations in front of large audiences to create arguments based on certain topics
to demonstrate their mastery of a particular art. For example, it is also helpful to consider the
technique of heuristic as this relates very well as a prelude to the rhetorical tradition. Heuristic is
the approach that someone can utilize and implement in their research to solve complex
problems, discover the details about their topic, and deploy methods that are practical and
analytical in nature to reach short- and long-term goals. This approach enables the researcher to
understand the errors that they made previously and how to not make the same mistakes again.
The set of processes that motivates, developing and retaining employees of great caliber
from a human resources and performance management point of view that allows a small business
to maintain a sustainable competitive advantage is talent management (Littlejohn et al., 2017;
Mensah & Bawole, 2018; Zollo et al., 2020). For example, the rhetorical theory and concept
allows for the aspiration and goals of a small business to develop tactics and strategies that
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contain oral and written persuasion when it comes to emphasizing truth and understanding on
types of topics. When it comes to a researcher understanding the difficulty of problem-solving
techniques in human beings and machines this process and theory allows them to draw an
abstract picture and calm to a detail solution and the conclusion. The utilization of visual
representations as well as cognitive decision making allows the theory of rhetoric to create
persuasive ideas and alternative options. When it comes to marketing and advertising on social
media platforms the rhetorical approach allows the researcher to seek a solution on how to
persuade the target audience to utilize products and services of a small business. Throughout
history, researchers have analyzed and studied the tradition of rhetoric and applied it to many
different types of subjects such as digital media, history, architecture, cartography, and religion
among others.
Socio-Cultural Tradition
Efficient social and project management is attributed to a standardized system of best
practices for a small business and enterprise whose objective is to maximize the impact of the
company to its clients while keeping risks down to the environment and culture (Huan, 2018;
McLuhan, 2010; Paquin et al., 2016). The socio-cultural tradition examines the processes and
evolutionary change of culture within a society in terms of its complexities as well as variations.
Time itself affects the structural reorganization in society as well as small businesses that also
contain the evolution and transformation of humankind because different types of individuals
have different levels of social and cultural development. For example, if a new software needs to
be implemented in a small business it will then create a socio-cultural impact because some
employees may learn this software faster than other and those who are more technologically
savvy will then need to help those who are not on their level of development yet. Social progress
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is also a part of the socio-cultural tradition as it addresses the ways of how individuals improve
their lives through the deployment and rise of literacy, new and emerging technological
advancements, and an increase in wealth. The social behaviors of human beings and animals are
impacted by evolution as these actions evolve over time based on survival in social, economic as
well as business environments and situations.
Social media can be in the form of applications, websites, blogs, and forums that impact
the socio-cultural characteristics of society as it provides users with the opportunity to indulge
themselves in the process of digital communication through the utilization of audio, video, and
texts to create another level of human interaction (Baccarella et al., 2018; Langmia & Tyree,
2017; McLuhan, 2010). For example, developments and advancements in the social-cultural
tradition have also increased and formalized the social thinking among the citizens of society
through the greater development of laws, politics, civil liberties, and morale. Characteristics of
this theory also include the world-systems theory that analyzes the impact of social change and
world history on society and how they help develop and expand the cognitive abilities of
citizens. Socio-cultural tradition also contains five branches of its own and they are called
symbolic interactionism, social constructivism, the philosophy of language, ethnography, and
ethnomethodology. The understanding of the meanings of accepted rules and regulations that
allow us to interact with each other in terms of interpersonal communication is centered among
the socio-cultural tradition. For citizens that socialize and work with each other to understand the
world around us and how it works the real of the socio-cultural tradition must construct our
different types of personalities and identities.
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Socio-Psychological
The aspects of individual cognition, machine data analytics, and strategic levels of
management and marketing campaigns create an interpersonal communicative context (Huan,
2018; Langmia & Tyree, 2017; Postman, 1993). For the example, the socio-psychological
tradition has to do with the individual behavior and cognition of a person and how such
characteristics affect how we work and interact in specific types of environments. This tradition
is characterized as scientific and objective because it aims to eliminate false beliefs and
understandings about the natural world. The characteristic of this tradition also allows the
researcher to analyze the predictability of behavior in terms of how people adapt to certain
situations in communication. I believe that this tradition is especially helpful in business because
when an employee is assigned a new task or job description they must learn and adapt to the new
set of resources assigned to the project as well as the new budgetary standards to finish
successfully. The scientific objective framework also allows us to apply rules that are equal and
fair which treats all people reasonably rather than showing favoritism that results in a better
socio-psychological environment.
The social value of a brand and small business creates a sense of socio-psychological
recognition that allows consumers to perceive how to establish connections with clients to build
efficient long-term relationships (Erliksson et al., 2020; Littlejohn et al., 2017; Zollo et al.,
2020). For example, the socio-psychological tradition in research allows us to understand the
mental processes, attention span, social perception, and memory of the consumer when they look
at the product and service that they are interested in. Communication becomes holistically as a
form of interpersonal interaction between individuals as it focuses and emphasizes stimuli,
response, and reaction. Cultural beliefs and backgrounds affect how individuals learn in social
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situations and how employees learn at work through the utilization of memory strategies, note
taking and reminders. This theory also focuses on the internal emotions and practical thinking
processes of the individual when it comes to their judgement when they communicate messages
to both small and large audiences. Scholars and researchers of this tradition believe and
understand that communication truths can be reached and discovered through detail and
systematic monitoring and examination.
Cybernetics
New and emerging technologies create ways that allow individuals to have their own
perception of reality that impact the diversity of their mental and social lives (Bull & Janda,
2018; Li et al., 2019; Postman, 1993). For example, the cybernetic tradition is very broad and
complex, and it contains many systems of interpersonal and interacting elements that continually
influence each other. Technological adoption in small businesses can be holistically credited to
the cybernetic theory and framework as this this theory allows us to study and implement the
processing of information and feedback in different types of communication systems. Social
media marketing for small businesses goes through a communication process such as cybernetics
and any usual different types of approaches. These approaches are called the physical
environment which has to do with how human beings evolved over centuries and their
adaptability to their environments as well as the one that is the come with the inclusion of
technology adoption. The physical environment also bridges the digital network environment
which is the second approach that has to do with you how human beings function due to be
implementation of new and emerging digital technologies in the environment. The digital
networking environment that contains social media platforms creates a user interface that
improves the functionality of human beings.
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Media communication is a reality that orchestrates our society with complicated types of
ideas that affect how we do understand social media marketing and advertising markets,
stakeholders, and target audiences (Erliksson et al., 2020; Ruddock, 2017; Sigala & Chalkiti,
2015). The integration and adoption of the digital environment into the structure and framework
of small businesses is exactly what cybernetics is all about. It follows the principal concepts of
how human beings interact with technological machine and feedback that is generated to create
an interpersonal relationship that emerges from industry, audience, and problem-solving
approaches. For example, a successful small business model that have adopted technology must
always consider that time is a very important factor in the physical, cultural, and communicative
environments. While many researchers may consider cybernetics to be a feedback mechanism of
knowledge and approach is also very important when it comes to understanding how a digital
network can be used as a tool to all Charlie environment in which human beings work and
function as well as socialize. This tradition in theory is the definition technological adoption as
new office software and applications always need to be implemented to make life easier for the
employee and streamline utilization of incoming information.
Critical
The most powerful tools to market brands over social media communication platforms
must stand out from the crowd and the boost brand awareness through language and ideology
(Algharabat, 2017; Li et al., 2019; McLuhan, 2010). For example, this tradition states that the
group that controls a dominant form of language that works is the basis of this critical tradition. I
believe that this is vitally important when it comes to technological adoption in small businesses
because dominant forms of communication that help businesses grow typically result in building
strong strategic management purposes and goals. The critical tradition and its characteristics
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explained that the different forms of media convey different types of tools as mass
communications that transmit to large audiences, and this is especially important in today’s
contemporary world. Social media branding is a prime example of the critical tradition in theory
as it uses digital mythology to engage the target audience that a small business can use the boost
their brand awareness.
Phenomenological
Social media branding, advertising, and marketing are all the phenomenological process
and tradition because it structures the consciousness of a small business and how it can direct its
attention to greater revenue and cash flow processes (Hamouda, 2018; Neubert & Dyck, 2015;
Terrell, 2016). For example, this is a discipline that has been practiced for centuries and speaks
about the intentionality, consciousness of the person as it is the study of phenomena and
empirical personal real-world experiences. Human experience and individual thought that
includes memory, desire, bodily awareness, and linguistic activity are all about the
phenomenological theory and process. This is especially in handy when it comes to small
business practices as a qualitative methodology is experienced when it comes to technological
adoption and adaptation. Employees use this theory and tradition to understand what is
happening to them in terms of their business practices that involve interpretation based on what
the client wants and experiences. Experience involves interpretation of an individual
surrounding, real-life experiences, and social activities as this form of qualitative research design
allows us to understand that the interview process, observations, and research of a person’s
narrative of empirical experience.
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Semiotic
The adoption of new technology in the workplace can be critical for business growth as
verbal and nonverbal signs are essential especially when it comes to doing resignation that have
symbolic meaning (Littlejohn et al., 2017; Mensah & Bawole, 2018; Zollo et al., 2020). For
example, the semiotic tradition deals with the relationship between individual and object and
how this type of communication interprets society and impacts small businesses. The
characteristic of this tradition also contains three branches, and they are called semantics,
syntactic and pragmatics and they are responsible for allowing us to understand how the religious
relationship between individual and signs allows us to understand what size represent as well as
its meanings. The practical use of signals and how they relate to our empirical real world is a
very important aspect of the field of communication as signage is typically used to accomplish
lots of things in today’s world. One characteristic of the semiotic tradition is called analogy
which is a cognitive process that has to do with the transmission of new and different types of
information from types of subjects to another which can be considered the target. This can also
be an argument or statements conveyed from one individual to another.
Theoretical Framework for This Study
The tradition that relates to this study the most is the phenomenological tradition because
it allows the researcher to analyze and understand the experiences of the small business owners
that I interviewed. LaMorte (2019) stated that psychologically, people who tend to invest their
time in innovation tend to have different personality traits and characteristics than those who do
not. For example, it contains an approach that explains how daily human experiences manifest in
the real world. How human beings communicate on a personal and business level shapes their
overall life experiences. Selfhood and socializing are a phenomenological blend that details the
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participant’s observed encounters through everyday existence (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The
reason small businesses make the types of strategic decisions based on human consciousness is
included in this study.
Erliksson et al. (2020) explained that the experiences of human beings are subjective that
focus on the internal conscious. The phenomenal approach in a small business setting is centered
on decision making and how this aspect impacts particular types of situations. For example, the
independence of owning a small business gives the human consciousness of knowing you are the
boss. Reliance on others is still necessary and the flexibility to decide your own hours is a good
thing to small business owners. Internally, the phenomenological way of looking at things allows
for the establishment of company culture based on the neighborhood and demographics. The
satisfaction of knowing that a small business owner is a creator is a way to show the meaning of
everyday experiences through phenomenology.
The phenomenological approach does allow us to explore and understand the personality
of the individual and small business owner when it comes to managing their cash flow outputs
and procedures. Different leadership and managerial styles are needed to create business capital
and have fast access to cash reserves. Responsibility is a part of human consciousness and
experience as it is very important for a leader and manager to have more than one source of
income. The appearance of projects and issues in the workplace as they are seen and how they
can be handled is a large aspect of phenomenology. This study focuses on the meaning of life
experiences that an individual encounter in a small business environment as they are lived.
Similarly, the acceptance and adoption of different kinds of communication practices
must contribute to the knowledge, the well-being of the participants, and the privacy and
confidentiality to not cause harm or discomfort (Erliksson et al., 2020; Ruddock, 2017; Sigala &
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Chalkiti, 2015). For example, the cybernetic theoretical framework allows us to understand
human behavior and how such behavior interacts with the well-being of employees in
organizations when it comes to coping with certain aspects such as stress and negative feedback.
When technology is adopted in a small business, an individual’s perception of the environment
and how such application must correspond well to their values, desires and career goals is called
the input function of this theory. The output function however has to do with how an employee
may influence their environment based on learning and accepting new types of technological
models. This theoretical framework allows us to understand the behavior of machines and
mechanical systems and how they relate to human behavior while reducing discrepancies. For
the purposes of this study, these two traditions phenological and cybernetics will provide a
perspective with which we can view how humans and technology interact and influence one
another and how that lived experience can shape or influence the way individuals adopt and use
technology in business.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
Digital communities can be created through social media marketing that provide major
benefits to small businesses such as the development and building of brand development and
customer conversion based on the products and services clients desire (Algharabat, 2017; Duffet,
2017; Von Groddeck, 2011). For example, the Technology Acceptance Model is an
organizational systems theory that demonstrates how an individual and a small business can
accept technology in their personal lives and in the workplace environment. This model is
especially important when it comes to the intention of the individual to adopt new and emerging
technologies as they may perceive this type of system to improve their job performance. TAM is
attributed to the early research of Fred Davis (1986). Davis was working in IT and was looking
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for a way to explain system use to vendors and clients. The original model as described by Davis
is shown below:
Figure 3
Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1986)

This research defines whether a person looks at technology to make their lives easier and
be useful in their everyday lives as well as the workplace. There are two types of characteristics
of the Technology Acceptance Model, and they are called perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use and they are the external variables that influence the technological and social
influence of the attitude an individual and small business has toward technological adoption.
This model has been studied in detail to allow to us to understand the determinants observed by
individuals based on the familiarity of the technological devices that human beings utilize such
as smart phones and social media platforms. Since 1986, many other researchers have used TAM
and expanded the model to measure user experience.
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Figure 4
User Experience

Most professionals understand that one of the best ways to reach any type of target
audience that a small business wants, will be determined by the types of advertising and
marketing options used (Kartik, 2011; Ruddock, 2017; Voorveld et al., 2018). For example, the
Technology Acceptance Model is also responsible for how an individual who utilizes technology
has a different perception than another based on their characteristics such as gender and age. This
is especially true when it comes to understanding that the older and more experienced generation
statically is not as technologically savvy and advanced as younger generations such as
millennials and Generation Z. This model has also been introduced and utilized in the business
categories of e-commerce and risk management because these attributes have to do with
purchasing and selling products and services electronically through different types of
applications. Some of these applications are Sana Commerce, NetSuite Commerce, Salesforce
B2C Commerce, Shopify Plus, and MikMak. This model also helps and develops the image of a
person and brand because in today’s contemporary society since technology is so abundant, its
adoption can enhance and increase one’s status and social class.
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Communication Apprehension (CA)
Communication Apprehension (CA) has been studied by researchers interested in
knowing why people are fearful of communicating with other people (Mosey, 2016).
Communication apprehension is defined as “the fear or anxiety associated with either real or
anticipated communication with another person or persons” (Encyclopedia.com, 2021). Research
into communication apprehension began in the 1970s when James McCroskey began researching
why people had difficulty speaking in various situations or contexts (Perrault, 2017).
Communication apprehension as it has been used in studies, suggests that individuals may be
fearful of speaking in one situation but not fearful of speaking in another or they may be fearful
of speaking in multiple situations. For instance, Perrault (2017) wrote that it is common for a
person to fear speaking in public but not fear speaking interpersonally. Communication anxiety
occurs for many different reasons and can be attributed to different factors such as being shy or
choosing to avoid conversations because of certain conditions. Communication apprehension
refers to the fear or anxiety people experience at the thought of being evaluated by others ("3.1
what is communication apprehension? – Stand up, speak out," 2016).
Communication apprehension has not been fully studied as it relates to why certain older
small business owners choose to avoid using communication tools online or for using the
Internet as a communication platform for their business. By looking at this phenomenon more
closely, researchers may learn how communication apprehension affects the way older small
business owners engage and use digital advertising and marketing, and specifically, how, and
why they avoid using social media as part of their business strategy and plan. In some cases,
communication apprehension can happen because of the absence of leadership or the lack of
tools and techniques that it takes to bring a small business online. Some businesses do not have
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the resources in place to develop staff and project management teams geared towards digital
workplace transformation. More so, without dedicated staff, businesses lack understanding of
key concepts and principles that would enable them to research, investigate, and address the
problem.
Rogers (1962) Diffusion of Innovation Theory
To understand the advancement of new ideas, a cross-section of information and data
needs to be analyzed from content on various social media platforms (Baccarella et al., 2018;
Langmia & Tyree, 2017; McLuhan, 2010). For example, this theory was developed and
popularized Everett Rogers who was a professor of communication. Rogers believed that rate of
how new ideas are adopted is directly related to technology spread. He also explained that there
are five main branches of this theory. These branches are the innovation itself, the adopters, the
channels of communication, time, and a social system. The branch of innovation is defined as
any new proposed idea, object or practice that is original in its design and implementation for a
certain field of study. The branch of adoption is all the small businesses, educational institutions,
healthcare institution and social networking platforms that have the potential to adopt new
technological advancements, change and applications to make their lives easier and more
efficient. The branch called communication channels has to do with the transfer of new and
innovative information from one person to another or one small business to another.
Effective value communication in business must have a style that is specifically designed
to attract clients and at the same time keep employees’ productive which results in keeping a
sustainable internal culture with an external image (Erliksson et al., 2020; Ruddock, 2017; Von
Groddeck, 2011). For example, value communication also has to do with the time factor which
this theory is implemented because it explains the medium, channel and passage which
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innovations can be communicated and adopted by individuals and small businesses. Some
innovations can be very complex at times which can also cause a reduction in its likelihood to be
implemented and compatible with a company’s business cycle processes and logistical strategy.
However, there also some innovations that coincide and match the pre-existing system of a small
business which results in an easier and process of adoption implementation. The last branch of
this theory called social systems has to do with external factors such as social media networking
platforms, mass media, and constraints. The characteristics of the Diffusion of Innovation theory
also undergo a 5-step decision-making process that allows for the acceptance or rejection of any
new and original idea and these steps are knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and
confirmation.
Figure 5
Diffusions of Innovation

Roger’s theory has been used in many fields including communication, agriculture,
public health, criminal justice, social work, and marketing. This theory is important to the current
research study because some small business owners choose to adopt technology only after
observing others. Small business owners in the late majority or laggard categories may find the
rush to adopt technology not necessary or they may choose to wait to see what others in their
industry do first.
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Review of Related Studies
This section discusses professional and academic research pertaining to the present study.
A review of related studies in social media for business, advertising, marketing as well as TAM
and Diffusion of Innovation is offered below.
Social Media for Business Studies
Mensah and Bawole (2018) explained the importance of talent management in the
workplace which is the perception and utilization of human capital that is the knowledge,
educational backgrounds, skills, and know-how to perform tasks and complete projects
successfully. Some small businesses tend to improve the levels of quality of its employees by
sending them to train classes and continuing education courses to help increase their knowledge
and production. This business strategy results in good employee retention as new employees can
be trained into skilled workers and healthy long-term relationships can be built between
employees, leaders, and management teams. This scholarly article also explains the importance
of the fair and proper treatment of each employee by management which in turn increases their
engagement levels, intuition, and the ability to take initiative towards their work and projects.
Sigala and Chalkiti (2015) detailed how the concept of social media is defined as a set of
communication platforms that allow people to connect, share valuable information and
collaborate to provide user interaction and feedback through the process of knowledge
management. Most individuals live their lives according to the knowledge management model
that contain three types of patterns or techniques and they are called explicit knowledge, implicit
knowledge, and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is knowledge that is written down and
shared from person to person and business to business as structured information such as pie
charts, diagrams, and raw data and frequently asked questions. Implicit knowledge is especially
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important in a small business environment because it demonstrated knowledge that is applied
such as on the job skills that enables an employee to perform tasks and carry out projects from
inception to completion. Lastly, tacit knowledge is information and knowledge that is acquired
through personal experience that can be applied to specific situations such as a small business
owner that utilizes a specific type of leadership style based on the personalities involved in a
meeting or negotiation environment.
Erliksson et al. (2020) explained in detail the emergence of social media and how such
platforms of communication are different from the forms of communication of the older
generation. Those who suffer from social anxiety are typically apprehensive to communicate in
person and therefore take to social media to communicate in a digital and online way. Social
anxiety has a lot to do with the negative self-perception that someone has about themselves. The
characteristic of this article also has to do with how the internet modifies and manipulates social
interactions among different types of generations of people.
Social Media Marketing Studies
Algharabat (2017) conducted a study in this article and found that social media marketing
can help a small business raise its brand awareness which is the idea and theory of a brand being
recognized by its existing and potential customers. Proper implementation of social media
campaigns typically results in major increases and developments in the cognitive and behavioral
responses of consumers to a brand and a small business. The author also explains the importance
of brand recognition which is how consumers accurately identify the products and services of a
small business based on their colors and company logos. Effective social media advertising and
marketing activities lead to much better customer recognition, client loyalty, and company
credibility and attracts the skills and talents of existing and potential employees. Examples of
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building a self-expressive brand are creating hashtags that can make you get recognized on
Instagram and Facebook and running advertisements on platforms like the Google Display
Network that reach huge amounts of websites across the internet.
Zollo et al. (2020) explained how building brand equity through the utilization of
advertising and marketing techniques results in customers choosing your brand more often and
will be willing to often spend more money on the company’s products and services. The
relationship between consumer loyalty and social media usage explains that almost 50% of the
world’s population currently engage themselves on social media. It is essential that a small
business has a strategy and plan on social media as individuals typically like to do research to
learn about new products and services that are referred to them by their family and friends. It is
also very important for the employees of small business to create advocacy, which is the idea and
technique of creating, sharing, and engaging digital content information for social media
platforms on behalf of the small business and the brand that they work for. This journal also
emphasizes the three dimensions of social media marketing which are the trendiness of a
company’s brand, the customization of the products and services that it conveys to the target
market and word-of-mouth adverting from person to person.
IIavarasan et al. (2018) expressed the most recent, innovative, and best social media
advertising and marketing strategies that a small business can implement such as setting specific
goals, the utilization of social media calendars, how to post business content online strategically
and how to select the best channels for your company. Instagram is a highly visual network that
is not ideal for blogging or website traffic and is best suited for small businesses that convey
visual branding such as a real estate firm. Facebook is good for news, entertainment and video
content and contains referral traffic. LinkedIn is a professional network that is ideal for small
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businesses as it is known for publishing, promoting, and sharing industry articles on specific
types of topics. The authors of this journal article also wanted to portray the importance of a
small business finding their image and voice on social media by understanding who their target
audience is and the types of dialect and vocabulary that they use.
Social Media Advertising Studies
Voorveld et al. (2018) discovered and wanted to focus on social media analytics and
reporting to show a small business how to understand what works and does not work on social
media communication platforms. For example, a detailed metrics breakdown in the form of a pie,
bar or line chart is necessary to show a small businesses’ performance overview and the number
of individuals that purchase their products and services in terms of age, gender and location is
essential to reporting the differentiating role and impact of social media advertising utilization.
This reference also explains the benchmarks of performance that shows the total user
engagement of a company’s clients on their website, feedback and testimonials based on their
everyday purchases. The process of engagement also allows a small business to understand the
types of actions they want their target market and customers to take such as attending any events
whether it be in person or virtual, donating to the company especially when it is in the startup
phase and attending sample sales. This study utilizes and applies a single source approach which
means that customers were asked to give reports on their experiences on multiple types of social
media communication platforms to draw direct comparisons and contrast.
Lee and Hong (2016) discovered that there are five steps that allow for the creation of a
successful and creative digital marketing plan, and they are product, people, digital platforms,
small business production, and optimal universal performance. These procedures allow for a
small business to successfully adopt new technology by first understanding what their products
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and services do and the problems and issues that they solve in the lives of their customers. This
article also explains that the product that is sold is the hero of the advertising process, and it must
meet and exceed all visual expectations as when seen on any type of computerized and mobile
device. Building creativity through informative awareness is very essential through the
understanding that the target market needs know about the specifics of your product and services
before they purchase it and implementing video content to clients that show practical
applications of use. Creativity in social media advertising must contain proper listening and
testing to receive consumer insights and stories from the target audience to correctly amplify the
messages of the advertising campaign.
Ridge and Ingram (2017) explained how important management teams are needed in
advertising because they provide many different types of benefits such as techniques, theories,
and empirical frameworks to organize effective social media campaigns. The authors suggest
that managers of advertising teams are responsible for creating organizational matrixes and
charts to keep everyone’s responsibilities in line with the objectives of the social media
campaigns. A social media campaign is a cohesive effort to increase the small business goal of
technological adoption through the utilization of one more social media platform such as
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, or LinkedIn. Top management teams in the field and profession
of advertising are also broken down into different sector and categories that allow for a complete
digital management experience and implementation. These categories are known as project
management assessment, product management performance indicators, product management
tools, project management training, and product and service implementation workshops.
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Technological Adoption Model (TAM Studies)
Adams (2019) discussed how technology is most important communication tool for small
businesses and organizations through its transformation and implementation. The author believes
that the attitudes and personalities of the customer is the most fundamental thing when it comes
to successfully adopting new and emerging technologies in a small business as well as the
workplace. It is essential for a small business to understand how to captivate the digitally
connected target audience through the utilization of compelling messages and strategic planning.
The technological adoption model also contains the importance of the growing abundance of
technological devices such as smart wallets, smartphones, air tag trackers, iPads, smart lighting,
smartwatches, and Bluetooth trackers. Adams (2019) explained the importance of the interactive
communication technology adoption model and its known components such as industry trends,
technological culture, market competition, social media presence and communication flow.
Rantala et al. (2018) stated that the interplay between the technological adoption model
and sustainability in a small business through various types of innovations and new ideas. Small
business and industry operators should always consider the environmental challenges that comes
with sustainability, and they are climate change, ocean acidification, air pollution, deforestation,
water pollution and the inefficient utilization of natural resources. Certain acquisitions of new
technologies in a small business impacts renewable energy production which can sometimes be
challenging for technological innovations to succeed in the marketplace. The authors believe that
sustainable business models need to be created to improve the sustainability in a small business
to make sure that it always brings in high revenue and cash flows. New and improved
technological innovations must not mismatch the context which they are projected to be
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ultimately used for such as small business product and service design, improvement, and
developments.
Tsekouras et al. (2017) described how technological adoption is essential in helping to
streamlining complex small businesses and workflows especially when it comes to timeconsuming tasks. For example, this reference shows that there are different types of attributes
such as time management and strategic small business planning that help increase product and
service performance. Tools and techniques that relate to the financial wellness such as budget
and economic forecasting are included as well as a framework to help measure revenue and cash
flow results. When it comes to product performance, it is important to provide to the target
audience innovative ideas and designs that the competition only dreams about. It is important to
always analyze the current state of your business as a benchmark and key indicator. The
awareness and effectiveness of a brand can be strengthened by reviewing how the small business
engages in the social media digital community.
Diffusion of Innovations Studies
Ma et al. (2014) discovered and explained the importance of different types of social
media networking platforms and news attributes that are responsible for sharing information
from user to user. Internet social media networks heavily influence the self-perceptions and
opinions of people when it comes to their online identities and how they view the originality and
value of the news that they receive and read. Emphasis is based on how innovative news feeds
are gathered and received from mainstream websites and distributed to the masses through
internet technologies. This study explains how new ideas become innovations and are
communicated through channels among members of a social system. This research suggests that
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news is a social commodity, and it is produced by individuals and small businesses for social
media users to analyze and consume.
Stummer et al. (2015) explained that when a product and/or service is introduced into the
marketplace, large amounts of resources are at stake that result in innovation managers making
predictions on its future success. In this sense, diffusion means the logistical movement and
delivery of any product from one region or district of higher concentration to another of lower
concentration. This is especially helpful when it comes to the shipments of a small business’
products from one area to another based on the preferences of the consumer, patterns of
consumption and social media referrals. Diffusion happens through mass advertising events
whether it be in person or on social media platforms to expose client agents or individuals that
need to be exposed to a product or service. This journal article also contains and emphasizes
competitive market levels of attributes such as the quality, price, environmental impacts, brand
recognition, typical consumption, and raw material aspects of a purchase product.
Since diffusion of innovation explains the rate and volatility of how new ideas and
technology spread and are adopted, Hughes et al. (2018) emphasized how leadership is the
fundamental predictor of small business, organizational and project team creativity. The author’s
show how leadership in small businesses and technological adoption is not only a philosophy but
also an art and results in a mission driven form of entrepreneurship. If a small business is to
launch a successful advertising and marketing social media campaign it needs to have a large
vision, team collaboration, calculated risk taking, and strategic efficiency to accomplish such
goal. Creative leadership must also do with thinking and acting in contrary directions and
sometimes rejecting conventional actions and parameters. For successful technological adoption
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to successfully happen a sense of self-efficacy and awareness needs to happen to transform new
and appealing target market opportunities enterprise concepts.
Summary
Chapter Two discusses the importance of adopting technology in a small business. This
chapter also examines the different forms of strategic communication theories and the theorists
that have contributed to the historical development of modern forms of communication practices.
Chapter Three will review the method for this research study and present the recruiting
participants and collecting data.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Technology adoption in business refers to the acceptance and integration of new technologies
into existing systems or creating a new one. It is about using technology to its full potential in the
process of adapting to changing needs of consumers. – Rawal, 2021
Overview
Chapter Three presents the method used for this qualitative phenomenological case study.
This chapter includes a discussion of the research design, research questions, setting,
participants, and overall description of the steps involved in conducting interviews with local
small business owners located in Queens, NY.
Research Design
A qualitative approach provides the best way to analyze and describe the real-life stories
of small business owners. This approach allowed me the opportunity to learn how small business
owners adapt to new changes in technology in the workplace. I used a qualitative case study
along with the cybernetics communication tradition to understand why some small business
owners use technology while others do not. This case study focused on small businesses in
Queens, NY (e.g., real estate, architecture, engineering, construction, HVAC services, office and
carpet cleaning, local bookstores, gift shops, clothing, home décor, restaurant, and bar
industries). I used semi-structured in-depth interviews to glean insight into the adoption practices
of new technology.
Why Qualitative?
A qualitative study provides an in-depth, narrative storytelling look at the perception of a
small business owner of how they currently utilize or will utilize new technology in a way that a
quantitative study and research cannot. Survey research, for example, would provide a general
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understanding of the kinds of technology a small business might use. Creswell (2009) stated that
survey design provides “a quantitative or numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of
a population” (p. 145). The information collected through survey research would provide useful
data to understand what a large sample of the population might think or feel. It would not,
however, allow for more specific communication that could shed light on why a person might
choose to not adopt technology or why a business owner might decide to not upgrade their
technology when newer and better technology exists. Creswell (2009) asserted that survey
research allows I to “make claims about a population” (p. 145). On the other hand, qualitative
interviews give me the widest range of possible interactions and can allow the interviewer and
interviewee to exchange dialogue and discuss topics more freely. Creswell and Poth (2018)
explained that “collaborating with participants takes time yet is important for developing an
insider perspective” (p. 45). Interviews of small business owners in Queens, NY, also gave me
insight into the business technology practices in his local community. Punch (2014) stated that
the “interview is the most prominent data collection tool in qualitative research” (p. 144). He
asserted that it is one of the best methods to use when the researcher wants to assess “people’s
perceptions, meanings, definitions of situations, and construction of realities” (p. 144).
Why a Case Study?
A case study, according to Punch (2014), is a qualitative research method or approach
that allows for a small number of cases to be studied in detail. The goal of a case study is to
understand as much about the case as possible. There are different types of cases including
intrinsic cases, instrumental cases, and collective cases. The case study, in general terms,
“investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (p. 121). For the purposes
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of this research project, this qualitative research design will use a single intrinsic case study,
namely small business owners located within the boundaries of Queens, NY.
Why a Social Media Study on TAM?
Altadonna (2020) said that successful digital platforms help to develop new workplace
models, individual competencies and improve seamless performance. For example, social media
networks allow for an individual and a small business owner to communicate quickly with the
target market. It is fairly easy to know what the competition is up to base on the new and
innovative products and services that thy offer to the public. Social media humanizes the
approach and leadership of a small business as it allows for the selling of the authenticity of
products and services. Meetings and events can be held online for a small business too showcase
their products and services as well as gather testimonials about customer feedback to keep clients
happy. Direct relationships can be formed on social media as a community of user can be built
around a company’s brand and what it has to offer.
This study specifically looks at how small business owners are using technology,
specifically social media. This type of communication platform has and is playing a critical role
in the everyday lives of individuals as well as small businesses. For example, there are non-profit
companies that dedicate themselves to social work and building online communities that people.
Social media utilization is also very beneficial when it comes to the promotion of a brand in term
of its marketing and advertising. Products and services can freely be promoted with different
types of groups and individuals on social media. Pages such as Instagram, Facebook, and
LinkedIn are the best places to promote a company’s brand and products.
I wanted to know about how small business owners adopt new technology in their
companies because from my own experience in the workplace I have noticed that new
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technology makes the lives of individuals much easier, more efficient, and proficient. New
technological software allows for better creative thinking and creates a much more sustainable
atmosphere. For example, a small business that is just starting out can utilize social media
platforms to seek new ways to market and advertise to new customers. I have noticed that small
business owners are increasingly investing their time into social media applications. Blogging,
Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, and YouTube are some of the post popular platforms to expand
and improve an external marketing target audience engagement.
I have also noticed that social media utilization can allow a small business to know the
makeup of their target audience and existing customers. The age group, interests in the particular
products and services, and location of customers can be analyzed on social media platforms. I
wanted to know and analyze how a competitive market analysis can be conducted on social
media. This is done by first identifying the competition on social media platforms and then the
types of digital content they post. A small business can use these attributes to develop a better
advertising strategy and brand differentiation.
Participants and Setting
The individual interviews conducted in this study included small business owners in
Queens, New York. As stated in chapter one, the reason Queens was chosen was that I lived and
worked there. More so, I already had a vast knowledge of the community and the businesses that
made up the borough. The small businesses in this borough that made up the case study included
real estate agencies, architecture, engineering and construction firms, HVAC services, office and
carpet cleaning, local bookstores, gift shops, and clothing and home décor.
Selection of participants. To reach a broad section of the business population, I selected
30 different small businesses located in Queens, New York. Fifteen (15) of these businesses
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needed to implement new technologies in their organizational and strategic practices and 15
businesses were already using technology. Of these two groups, the participants were divided as
follows: five businesses were real estate, five were restaurants and bars, and five were
miscellaneous businesses including architecture, engineering, and construction management
firms. These three different groups and categories for individual interviews provided a diverse
way of encompassing different types of small businesses and how they each perceive the
adoption of technology within their enterprises.
IRB Approval
Prior to the beginning of the study, I applied for review by Liberty University’s (IRB)
Instructional Review Board. Liberty University has an IRB panel that provides oversight and
ensures that all research is conducting ethically. Once the review board provided approval for the
study to begin, I developed a plan for conducting the interviews, transcribing the interview data,
and storing the data to protect participants and their interview responses. I provided written
consent forms to each participant. These forms were stored in a locked file cabinet. All transcript
data were saved on my personal computer and stored as a backup file in the cloud. After one
year, per IRB policy, I will destroy all data collected.
A Sample Pilot Study
Before beginning the full study, I conducted a small test study with a few business
owners to provide a sense of role-playing. A role-playing interview is a technique used in
business that “simulates a situation” (www.indeed.com, 2022). In this case, using role-playing
gave me and several interviewees the opportunity to practice asking questions and recording
responses. More so, these sample pilot interviews allowed me to double-check and make sure
that the interview questions not only met the highest form of academic and professional
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standards but generated the type of responses expected for this project. In short, the interviews
provided me with a sense of trial and error by understanding what would work best when he met
and spoke to each business owner.
The Researcher’s Role
My role in this project was to analyze and observe small business owners who are not
currently using technology as well as those who are using technology. Although I am a business
owner in addition to being a Ph.D. doctoral candidate, I come from a family that has been
involved in real estate for many generations. I have expert knowledge of what works and what
does not work in the marketplace. However, to remain unbiased, I will not be interviewing any
business owner that I am related to or with where I have a personal relationship within the
Queens, NY area.
Since I live in Queens, New York, and is fortunate to be surrounded by a very wide array
of small businesses and firms, he was able to utilize the proximity to reach a large group of small
business owners based on each category. Many small business owners in this area know each
other, so recruiting participants from different fields and backgrounds was not difficult. I
researcher was honest and upfront when it came to establishing word-of-mouth communication
and this helped speed up the interview process.
Review of the Research Questions
As mentioned in chapter one, the following research questions guided the design of this
qualitative case study.
R1. Why do some businesses lack technology?
R2. What are the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology?
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R3. Why should businesses and organizations that have not implemented new technology
be concerned?
R4. What strategies can be developed to help businesses incorporate new technology?
Data Collection
“We interview people to find out from them those things we cannot directly observe”
(Patton, 2002). While observation serves a great purpose, we interview simply to learn what is
hidden inside human thoughts, feelings, and intentions. Patton (2002) stated, “the purpose of
interviewing is to allow us to enter into another person’s perspective” (p. 341). It is important to
ask people what they think, feel, and believe, and in doing so, we can learn about their practices.
In this present study, interviewing small business owners afforded I the chance to ask them about
their technology use as well as to find out why they may not use technology at all. Conducting
in-person interviews, then, was vital to the success of this project.
Punch (2014) stated that the most common form of interviewing as an “individual, faceto-face verbal interchange” (p. 144). In this research study, I used a semi-structured interview
style. Semi-structured interviews are traditional in style, often described as “focused” in-depth
interviews (p. 145). I used a conversational tone, meeting with each participant individually in
their place of business. This approach allowed me to observe the business environment, study
how technology was used or to see how technology was not used.
Unstructured In-Depth Interviews
Plakoyiannaki et al. (2019) stated that “Numerous interview tactics are recommended to
ensure the trustworthiness of data collected in emerging markets” (p. 225). I conducted 30
interviews over the course of three weeks at the end of April 2022 and into May 2022, and as
such, had to employ different tactics to ensure that the individuals interviewed felt comfortable
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with the process. As such, I used an unstructured interview approach. Punch (2014) stated, “the
traditional type of unstructured interview is the non-standardized, open-ended, in-depth
interview” that is often referred to as an “ethnographic interview” (p. 147). Unstructured
interviews are useful when it is important to gain the trust and build rapport with the interview
participant.
Two sets of interview questions were developed for this project. Each set featured openended questions, which allowed me to document the small business background of each person.
More so, before I began the interview, he spent time assessing the setting so that he could get a
better understanding of the language and culture of each participant. He also wanted to gain the
trust of the participant and establish rapport with them. Many of the small businesses were
family-owned. The current owner came from a long line of family members, so I needed to
understand this dynamic.
The interview questions asked as part of this study are listed below:
Interview Questions for Businesses Using Latest Technology
1. What types of online software do you use to accomplish your job?
2. How do you keep your employees up to date and current with new technology?
3. How would your employees describe your choosing of new technological software?
4. How do you explain a new application top someone who has limited tech skills?
5. Have you ever had any failed projects because you chose to implement the wrong type of
technology?
6. What are your favorite new technology applications for a small business?
7. What are your least favorite new technology applications for a small business?
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8. According to your leadership knowledge, what are the qualities or attributes of a
successful team leader?
Interview Questions for Businesses Not Using Latest Technology
1. How would you describe your workplace culture in terms of everyone’s technical skills?
2. Is your revenue percentage on par with what is industry standard?
3. How do you sell your services to your customers?
4. How do you sell your products to your customers?
5. How do you advertise and market to your target audience?
6. Do you have any projected stakeholders that can offer you guidance or funding when new
technology is implemented in your company?
7. Are you aware that social networks such as Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn offer
advertising for your business at very low cost?
8. What major milestones does your business schedule show this year in terms of the
products and services that need to be sold?
The first set of questions were for small business owners who already have utilized the
latest forms of technology. Even though these business owners already use technology, I took
notes on ways in which he could help them improve what they are currently using. The second
set of questions were for those business owners who either did not rely on technology at all or
who had some older/outdated.
Physical Observations of the Setting
Punch (2014) states that researchers need to consider the practical aspects of interviewing
as much as the types of questions they will ask. For instance, I needed to consider how they will
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manage the interview, record it, and other details such as frequency of visit, length of visit, and
time spent in general conversation (e.g., helping the interviewee be comfortable).
I had originally intended to conduct both face-to-face and online interviews. Online
interviews were included in the IRB application because at the time of the study proposal, the
COVID-19 pandemic was impacted individuals and businesses. In Queens, NY, for instance,
there were still local policies on face masking, social distancing, and this would have prevented
me from accessing businesses to conduct face-to-face interviews. However, between the time of
the proposal and IRB approval, local policies changed which allowed me to conduct face-to-face
interviews with all businesses in the sample population.
Moreover, once the pilot study was concluded, I realized that the best way to interview
each business owner was to engage in friendly conversation as opposed to structured interviews
where the participant may not feel at ease. I conducted the formal interviews at the participant's
place of business. Instead of recording the interview, I took notes and wrote down the
participants' responses on paper forms. In a few cases, I concluded the interview and then wrote a
narrative of the experience. Transcripts from each interview can be found in chapter four.
Data Analysis
Patton (2002) writes, “qualitative analysis transforms data into findings” (p. 423). Once
each interview was conducted, I transcribed the interview content and prepared it for analysis.
The data analysis for this research study needed to be clear, concise, and easy to understand.
Hamouda (2018) describes, “Empirical evidence confirms the performance and the applicability
of the model in social media where the application in advertising may still be evolving as it is a
relatively new topic, short in history” (p. 438). Each interview was transcribed by hand. I used
“in vivo” coding to assist with the interview process. Manning (2017) states,
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In vivo coding is a form of qualitative data analysis that places emphasis on the actual
spoken words of the participants. This form of coding can be especially helpful when
researchers interact with participants from a particular culture or microculture to help
highlight how those participants use specific words or phrases in their interactions that
might not otherwise be understood when using other forms of coding. In vivo coding is
championed by many for its usefulness in highlighting the voices of participants and for
its reliance on the participants themselves for giving meaning to the data. (para. 1)
In vivo coding was selected to allow the participants to engage in conversation with me and to
reduce any anxiety or stress the participant may feel during the interview session.
Once the data from the interviews were transcribed, I began the process of interpreting
the results were organized around the three research questions guiding the study. These results
can be found in Chapter Four.
Trustworthiness and Credibility
Small business success is attributed to innovation as new ideas through interviews can
pivot an enterprise easier and faster towards strategy options, the creation and allocation of
resources and the promotion of creative thinking (Ruddock, 2017; Stummer et al., 2015; Talat et
al., 2015). Qualitative interviews were a good choice for this research study because when it
comes to the adoption of technology in a small business this approach provides an empirical
approach into understanding the behavior and preferences of an associate. These types of
interviews are fundamental to this type of project because it forms a much deeper understanding
of the participant through personal interaction as they share their point of views and develop trust
and dialogue. As a trustworthy researcher, I represented myself and the study goals and
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outcomes honestly. I also made sure to follow all IRB policies when working with human
subjects and in the safeguarding of data and personal information.
Ethical Considerations
This research study adhered to the highest standards of ethics by following certain rules
and guidelines established by Liberty University. All interviewee's names were changed to
protect their identity. The use of pseudonyms ensures that their privacy will be kept. More so, the
individuals interviewed had the right to stop at any given moment in the process. All the
responses were stored in an external hard drive that only the research had access to. All
individuals participated in their free time and at their own will upon consent.
Summary
Chapter Three emphasized the process and sequence of conducting individual qualitative
interviews with small business owners whose companies needed new technology that can
enhance their business efficiency and operations. This chapter included a discussion of the
research design, research questions, setting, participants, and overall description of the steps
involved in conducting interviews with local small business owners located in Queens, NY.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Small beginnings are a start of good business ventures as they allow us to take risks and
understand that the race is for the ones that can endure – Richard Branson
Overview
Chapter Four presents the findings of data collection and the results of this
phenomenological qualitative case study. Individual interviews were held that focused on the
adoption of technology in a small business setting. Interviews were held in person at the small
business establishment as my location allows for fast convenience. I interviewed small business
owners, leaders, and managers in Queens, New York.
Observation of Interviewees
This research study incorporates 30 individuals, 15 of whom have incorporated new and
emerging technologies in their small businesses, and 15 who have not. According to Hughes et
al. (2018), the secret to management and organizational creativity has a lot to do with how
leaders encourage and implement diversity in a small business based on the different skill sets
and niches that each employee possesses. For example, the types of businesses and categories
that have been interviewed are real estate, bakeries, restaurants and bars, architecture firms, and
professional engineering firms to name a few. The locations of these individuals interviewed
include Astoria, Long Island, Jackson Heights, Long Island City, and East Elmhurst, New York.
Participant Descriptions
The following account includes transcribed interview conversations with each participant
in the study. The table below lists the participant by their interview number, pseudonym,
ethnicity, and type of business.
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Table 5
Participants in the Study
#

Name

Technology

Ethnicity

Type of Business

(Yes/No)
1

Joanna

Yes

Hispanic

Bakery

2

James

No

Caucasian

Restaurant

3

Diosmary

Yes

Hispanic

Real Estate

4

Christina

No

Caucasian

Architecture

5

Dennis

Yes

Caucasian

Engineering

6

Miguel

No

Hispanic

Architecture

7

Patricia

Yes

Hispanic

Hair and Spa

8

Ashley

Yes

African-American

Storage

9

Rajesh

No

Indian

Deli, Grocery

10 Ramona

Yes

Indian

Project Management

11 Vittorio

No

Caucasian

Architecture

12 Manuel

No

Hispanic

Pizza

13 Yash

Yes

Hispanic

Carpet Cleaning

14 Nicholas

Yes

Hispanic

Real Estate

15 Gregory

No

Caucasian

Construction

16 Brian

Yes

Hispanic

Wine and Spirits

17 Mark

No

African-American

Self-employed Contractor

18 Ali

Yes

Indian

Building Supplies

19 Daniel

Yes

Hispanic

Renovation

20 Julio

Yes

Hispanic

Delivery

21 Ryan

No

Indian

Deli, Grocery

22 Abraham

No

Hispanic

Deli, Grocery

23 David

No

Indian

Deli, Grocery

24 Joel

No

Indian

Deli, Grocery

25 Annie

No

Hispanic

Real Estate

26 Sabrina

Yes

Hispanic

Real Estate
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27 Carol

No

Hispanic

Architecture

28 Katherine

Yes

Hispanic

Architecture

29 Philip

Yes

Caucasian

Architecture

30 Steven

No

Caucasian

Self-employed

Joanna
I interviewed Joanna, the owner of a bakery in Queens, New York. She has been in
business within the past 5 years and have enjoyed an abundance of growth that includes creating
and developing a good reputation in the local community. This small business location has
become a very popular hangout for families and friends that allows people to come together
when it comes to dining in as well as ordering out. In terms of software, they have a company
website that allows for them to reach their existing target audience that displays their best-selling
products and goods. They keep their employees up to date with the new and latest versions of
technology that have the potential to make the business grow by introducing it in conversations
during weekly business meetings. A meeting is held every Tuesday morning with all managers
and employees to discuss how the company is running and operating in terms of its revenue and
production and if any new adjustments need to be made such as the hiring of new employees and
new technological adoption. This small business typically has a good track record when it comes
to choosing new technology as they have just chosen to implement a software known as Touch
Bistro that allows them to take orders and always have in their inventory the supplies that
produce the products and goods that sell the most to the public.
The employees of this company describe the choosing of new software by the manager as
very beneficial as it leads to making their everyday lives easier. This business owner can explain
a new application to someone who has limited tech skills buy getting extra help from someone
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who is tech savvy to get the message through. They are no failed ventures or projects that are a
part of the history of this enterprise as they carefully choose their employees who have
experience and software applications that work. Implementing new technology without a plan is
generally not something this small business does as they believe in careful research and
testimonials to ensure what works best. According to this small business owner, the qualities and
attributes of a successful team leader are the emphasis on camaraderie and teamwork because
this allows for the entire staff to carefully streamline what works in their business and what does
not.
James
The manager of this business explained to me that the restaurant business is a people’s
business meaning that your personality is what carries you mostly when it comes to connecting
with customers. In terms of everyone’s technical skills, the workplace culture has not explored
this aspect yet and has not adopted any new types of technology. The revenue percentage in this
establishment is not up to par with industry standard. This is because the COVID-19 pandemic
has had a drastic hit on the entire restaurant and hospitality business including shops and bars as
they have been struggling for months to recover and get existing and new customers to return
and dine in so they can get back on their feet financially. This restaurant sells its products and
services to its customers through word of mouth and also by giving out menus when someone
dines in person and orders over the phone. Specials are offered on Wednesdays and Fridays that
include half off certain dishes and happy hour is every day from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. to help
advertise, market, and bring in more of the target audience.
Currently, there are no existing or projected stakeholders that can offer these small
businesses guidance or funding when new technology is implement in the company. He
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explained to me that for stakeholders to come on board there needs to be a chain of restaurants
no just one. The staff is aware of social media networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and
LinkedIn that they can put their business on at a very low cost, but they have not implemented
any action yet because of their lack of knowledge on how to do so. A major milestone that they
have this year is to just basically bring back the customers lost during the COVID-19 pandemic
and be fully functioning again. They are also located just a couple of blocks away from a diner
that offers the same services such as this restaurant and bar. This has been giving this business
some competition because their prices are lower for some products such as drinks.
Diosmary
This business uses an online software called the MLS-Multiple Listing Service which is a
comprehensive system of available real estate listings for the purchasing price of $380.00 per
year as a bulk package. The newest property listings are available all across Queens, Long
Island, Manhattan, and the Hudson Valley of New York that allows potential buyers to see when
open houses are available, how to get expert advice on mortgages and how to find the right
realtor. This manager runs weekly staff meetings to have discussions on the latest technological,
market trends and innovations that results in the staff being kept current and up to date. The
employees of this firm typically give good feedback based on the choosing of new software and
technology adoption as the MLS is currently doing good things for them. The company however
wants to upgrade their computers for everyone to have a company laptop which will make it
easier to meet with clients anywhere outside of the office. When it comes to explaining a new
software application to someone who has limited technology skills, she likes to have individual
conversations with her employees to understand their limits and then help them where
improvement is necessary the most.
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This company has a few projects or properties that did not sell because of the COVID-19
pandemic as it was very difficult for the salespersons to show properties in person because of the
social distancing rules and regulations. Some homes were stalled from being shown to interested
buyers but now she explains that things have gotten better and showing properties in person is
happening again. This person’s favorite new technology application for a small business is the
MLS-Multiple Listing Service because it is a software and network that has become industry
standard that all local real estate firms utilize. The least favorite types of technology applications
are the ones that are too costly and adds too much to a company’s overhead. She explains that
the qualities and attributes of a successful team leader are the ability to communicate well to
salespersons and dealing with unforeseen issues that have to do with the commission structure of
the firm such as percentages. Commission structure is based on listing the properties based on
their higher selling price such as commercial properties that take precedence over residential
ones sometimes because they are more profitable.
Christina
Most of the employees in this firm have a working knowledge of technology because the
owner chooses to hire employees from technical colleges and universities. The revenue
percentage has taken a hit because of the COVID-19 pandemic as they had to lay off some
employees because of the inaccessibility to enter some buildings in person to conduct site visits
and inspections. This small business sells its services to its customers by relying on word of
mouth selling such as when a project is done successfully the project managers relay such
information to the engineering and contracting firms that they know well to develop more
incoming business. They do not typically sell products they just provide design and construction
drawings and specifications as a service. However, on some of their interior design projects, they
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present the client with a lineup of materials such as bricks, tiles and carpeting for them to choose
the textures and colors that they like. Advertising to the target audience happens through the use
of a website but it has not been fully developed yet.
This business relies on a good reputation to create word of mouth referrals. No projected
stakeholders are on board yet to provide guidance or funding when new technology is
implemented in this firm. However, the owner explains that it would be nice for stakeholders to
come on board as this firm grows and expands in terms of revenue and cash flows. He is aware
that social media networks and platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn offer
advertising for small businesses but is not aware that this is available at a very low cost and will
like to explore this aspect. The milestones that this establishment shows on its schedule for this
year in terms of the products and services that need to be presented and sold is that they are
currently working a design-build renovation project of a local public school right here in Queens,
New York. Since this is a public project, they must finish on time and on budget to maintain
good standing with the clientele.
Dennis
This small business utilizes online software such as Microsoft Teams to get in touch and
have FaceTime meeting with clients based on the various types of contracts that they manage.
They specialize on transportation projects that include railroads and tunnels in Queens, Long
Island and Manhattan, New York. He keeps his employees up to date and current with new
technology by providing them with online and in-person training if needed. His employees enjoy
learning and are open minded to new software as long as it is business applicable and makes
their lives easier to help streamline their tasks and projects. When it comes to explaining a new
application to someone with limited technology skills, he would first detail the reason the
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company is implementing this new application and how it can help to provide new information
more easily and effectively. He has no failed projects so far because most of the new technology
that is implemented in the firm such as AutoCAD, Micro Station, and Carlson Surveying is
typically upgraded and meant to provide efficient deliverables.
His favorite new technological applications for a small business are Primavera P6
Professional 16 which is a scheduling software and Microsoft teams that allows for the staff to
have FaceTime conversations with clients based on existing and upcoming projects. The least
favorite technology of this firm are the ones that are too costly such as drafting programs that
require too much of a renewal fee. The qualities of a successful team leader are utilizing
information and knowledge carefully to keep their staff informed which results in a smooth
transition of technological adoption. Small businesses that have not implemented new forms of
technology have to be concerned because this will lead to the competition outperforming them
and their clients will recognize this. He also explained to me that it is also very essential to
introduce and bring in manufacturers from various companies to give presentations to his staff to
explain how new technologies can help the company and its employees perform better, more
efficiently and effectively.
Miguel
The owner of this business explained to me that the company culture in terms of
everyone’s technical skills is very good because when it comes time to implement new
applications, he emphasizes team and individual efforts. He also details that the company’s
revenue percentage is down approximately 10% from last year. This was due to the inability to
visit some job sites and lack of influx of project because of the COVID-19 pandemic. He sells
his services to his customers by developing a sales strategy that includes the planning of project
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scope approach, asking the important questions to clients such as the need for more sustainable
building products and advertising and marketing on the company’s website. He also told me that
his company is not on social media yet but would like to go on as it allows for a business to
increase its profits. He explains that his establishment does not sell any products specifically as it
just specializes in building information modeling and design.
This individual expresses that the company’s advertising and marketing strategy would
improve if it were on social media as a wider audience would be able to be reached through
profession specific pages. He does not have any specific stakeholders at the moment but is
opened to it as the firm’s advertisement and revenue increases and is also interested in brining on
board an associate partner. The major milestones that this firm has on its schedule to reach this
year are the completion of a large museum renovation project and some smaller local new
building residential projects at efficient cost. He also demonstrates that the reasons his company
is not on social media is because he thinks that it may be too costly, and he may require training
on this new subject matter. He also explicates that the reasons most small businesses fail to adopt
new technology is the incompatibility with hardware, complexity of the language barriers, lack
of tech savvy employees and no available practice programs to get everyone involved up to
speed.
Patricia
The owner of this small business explained to me that the online software that they use to
accomplish their day-to-day operations and job is a new technology cloud-based point of sale
software that comes with an inventory tracking system to track all sales. She keeps everyone up
to date when it comes to current technology by having frequent meetings in the shop with her
employees to better understand what customers want. The choosing of machines, hardware and
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software applications has been a very good and positive experience because this company has
implemented modern steam guns, mist and hair color processors and laser removal machines.
She said that explaining a new application to someone who has limited tech skills is relatively
easy because she demonstrates in person to them using the machines that they have available. No
services have failed because of the wrong type of implementation of technology in this company
so far.
Her favorite new technology applications in this business are the hair wash machine, the
restore hair growth system and the hair steamer machine because she feels that these are the most
innovative of all the upgraded appliances. She details that the least her least favorite technology
applications are the ones that does not allow her and her team to work fast because most
customers want to have quick service. This small business owner also says that the qualities of as
successful team leader is knowing what works and always keeping up to date with new products
and trends in the profession. This small business is on social media platforms, but the owner is
unaware of LinkedIn and is very interested on putting her company on this platform. The
strategies that can be developed to help put this small business on a social media platform like
LinkedIn are for her to choose the right profile pictures for the company’s new account, list the
relevant testimonials from customers of the most successful visits, and spotlight the products
offered such as shine mist, root concealers, face oils, and skin food.
Ashley
The manager of this business explained to me that the type of online software she uses to
accomplish the operations of the company is an application called Square for Retail which
creates a connection to all smartphones, tablets, and computers in the company to track all
storage rentals. The names, email addresses, telephone numbers and accounts for all customers
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are available to show how much time they have left renting a storage unit and the size and
quantity of all units involved. She keeps her employees up to date with current technology by
having weekly meetings with the staff to gather feedback based on what applications are being
used and how they can be replaced or made better if possible. This individual chooses new
technology based on the affordable pricing, subscription plans and the successful implementation
of a demo or free trail. She has never had a failed project or venture, however, there have been
some customers who have cancelled their accounts to the storage which kind of creates a
disappointment. Her favorite new technology application that allows for the streamlining of a
better business management atmosphere is Unit Trac.
Unit Trac is a property management cloud-based software that allows a small business
owner to have credit and debit card processing, maps, and floorplans of the facility, rent charges
based on each storage unit and accounting transactions. She also expressed that her least favorite
software to work with is anything that does not hook up to smartphones and tablets because she
likes to have the easy use of mobility in the workplace. The qualities of good business leader is
anyone who services their staff as much as their customers she explained to me. She is however a
little concerned that her storage business does not have a website yet and I have explained to her
that there is low cost or no cost technologies available, such as Wix, that will help her to build a
website. She explained that she would like to know some strategies that would help in
developing a website because that would be very fruitful for the company. I told her that some of
these strategies are to first understand how she can show the internal storage units in pictures,
decide on a proper domain name, set up a payment system for clients and eventually advertise
and market this website on social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram.
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Rajesh
The owner of this company has a very small staff of about 4-6 people that help with
stock, wholesale orders and inventory and their positions require limited technical skills to
perform their job. He explains that his revenue percentage is on par within industry standard as
he generates a lot of business in the neighborhood through flyers, menus, and brochures. This
deli and grocery sell its products and services through walk in visits by customers and is not on
social media yet but the owner would like to go on platforms like Instagram and Facebook. I
explained that it would be a good idea to have different categories of products being sold and an
Instagram page to showcase organic foods, craft coffee, baked goods, and hot and cold
sandwiches. This small business owner has one stakeholder that is on board with him as a
partnership who is a family member in which they have important discussions based on any new
technology adoption.
This manager has also expressed to me that a major milestone is to have this business on
all smartphones that way everyone can have a mobile view of the products and services offered.
He explains to me the reason his business lacks some new and modern-day technologies is that
he does not have the time to invest in technology adoption and needs someone to get him up to
speed and educate the company about this. I explained that it will also be a good idea for him to
have catchy slogans and taglines on the social media page and put testimonials about the best
products and snacks that customers like. There are also other deli and grocery small businesses
that are in online magazines that can be used as a pattern to follow to ensure greater and faster
success. An emphasis on sustainable and green products will also be of good benefit which will
give the establishment a variety of taste and diversity of products.
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Ramonia
The owner of this project management firm has done a good job when it comes to
implementing new technology in the workplace as she uses an online software application called
Pro Core that allows for the management of all project correspondence to happen in a timelier
and organized manner. Pro Core keeps the employees of the firm up to date with all small and
large project overviews that include schedules, budget, roles of team members, and meetings.
Choosing new software has generally been met with good reviews by this company’s employees
as the owner expressed to me that she has lots of experience as a project manager working for
previous firms and therefore knows the technology that works best. She demonstrates new
applications and technology to others that have limited tech skills by offering them online
training classes that come with technological adoption. She has not had any failed projects so far
in her firm as most of the projects are design and construction and always meet milestones and
client delivery timelines.
She tells me that the qualities and attributes of a good business leader is always having
the need for improvement and brought up the potential of going onto social media. This strategy
has not been adopted by her yet and I explained that LinkedIn would be the best first option.
There are lots of program managers and project manager firms on LinkedIn which will give her
company great exposure to connect with other project management firms and network with them.
Podcasts are also available on this social media platform that allow for one manager to have
online face time meetings with another to share information on the latest and best social and
small business trends. There are also project referrals that are available over social media which
is something that could be to her business’ benefit.
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Vittoria
The owner of this small business specializes in architectural design and threedimensional animations for this business. He explained to me that the technical skills of his
employees are good but their software needs upgrading to the latest year such as 2022 editions.
The revenue percentage this firm brings in is increasing since the profession is coming out of the
COVID-19 pandemic and lots of new projects are coming in. The manager explains to me that
their bread and butter is the drawings and specifications that they create for their clients.
Advertisement is done by going to the offices of their existing and potential clients and giving
presentations on the latest building technologies that include 3D printing and modeling and
sustainable and environmentally friendly building materials such as green roofs. In terms of
stakeholders, this is a three-person partnership with two associate architects working under the
principal owner.
The major milestones that need to be accomplished this year is the design and production
of more sustainable buildings to include passive chilled ceilings, thermal mass, solar shading and
panels, displacement ventilation and efficient lighting. This company owner expresses to me that
there is a business website for this company, but it needs to be developed more to showcase all
of the most successful projects. This company is not on social media, but it is featured in online
architectural newsletters to give the target audience and potential customers a knowledge of what
the firm has accomplished. He explains to me that the reason small businesses lack the latest
technology is because they do not do enough research beforehand to educate themselves of the
many low-cost ways in which they can adopt new forms of technology. In the end, he also
clarifies that after the company’s website is further developed, he would then like to bring the
firm onto social media.
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Manuel
The owner of this pizza shop has a main software that helps to operate the business which
is the point-of-sale system. However, this software application is outdated and needs a
considerable upgrade. He explained to me that the software implemented lacks inventory
management which can help him with knowing the types of supplies to purchase in a much
timelier manner as opposed to him doing this manually. He has in-store meetings with his staff to
try and get an understanding of how they would feel if new technology were adopted or
improved. The company does not have a website and is not on social media platforms as they
tend to do business in a more old-fashioned way. He likes the fact that if there was a company
website, customers could have the opportunity to order online and just come into the shop for
pickup which will be more convenient for them.
This manager also explains to me that the qualities or attributes of a successful team
leader are to always listen to what the customer wants and to always create a respectable and
enthusiastic environment to work in since they deal with the public all the time. It is also
important to get creative with the dishes and drinks served to always keep customers interested.
He explains that the strategies that can be developed to incorporate new technology in a small
business are to always choose the technology that aligns well with the needs of the company’s
operation and customer base. For example, he is aware that Instagram is a very good social
media platform to market and advertise the dishes that are available on the menu as well as
beverages and mixed drinks. He is not that informed about how social media works and would
like to learn more about these networking platforms to successfully create a page.
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Yash
The owner of this business told me that the online software that they utilize to help them
accomplish their job is QuickBooks and that allows him to digitize all payments, store and
organize receipts, get paid faster electronically and have options to reach existing and new
vendors. Since this is a carpet company, they use lots of new technological hardware such as
carpet extractors, wet and dry vacuums, and upholstery spotters. This company keeps its
employees up-to-date and current with new technology through practical learning habits. For
example, they teach their employees while they are operating machines in kind of like a role-play
scenario. Their choosing of new technological software has to do with what works in the
marketplace based on the customers that they visit as well as the products and the types of
carpets that are available in their store. When it comes to someone who has limited tech skills,
the best way this business owner explained is for them to learn by doing which is the most realworld way to learn because they do not have the time to do any type of training otherwise.
He explained that his favorite new technology applications are the ones that make billing
easier and faster for him to organize and to understand his inventory. The qualities or attributes
of a successful team leader is to always meet the goals and expectations of every project as they
all differ from residential to commercial. Small businesses that do not implement new
technology should be concerned of the company’s competition having software that puts the
ahead that will make them further in the profession, he explains. This small business does not
have a social media platform presence yet, but he is interested in going on social media in the
near future. He also explained that the strategies that can be developed to help incorporate new
technology in a small business is to have a good team to explain such attributes to him as he is
not fully aware and educated on this subject matter.
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Nicholas
The owner of this business has demonstrated to me that they use an online software that
gives them the opportunity to have automated rental and purchasing techniques that provide
them with information on 3D house and apartment tours. They keep their employees up to date
with the latest and current technology by sending out emails for in person and virtual training in
which the entire staff can log on to get up to speed. This type of software allows for a potential
real estate customer to experience the best service of three-dimensional technology that also
come with chat bots to provide a convenient way of upfront communication. His favorite new
technology for a small business is the type of technology that brings the customer with the seller
the fastest. This approach is imperative because this small business has a lot of property in its
portfolio and quick flip projects are very essential at the moment. His least favorite technology is
a technology that takes too long to implement changes within the organization as now it is
becoming a seller’s market and the ability to move fast is very needed and necessary.
Attributes of a good leader includes the ability to understand everyone’s strengths and
weaknesses because only then you will see everyone niche and what they are good at.
Confidence is also a very good quality as it allows a manager and leader to motivate his or her
staff to fall in line with what it is to get the job done. He explains that small businesses that do
not implement new technology should be worried that they will not deliver to their customers in
an efficient way. The strategies involved to get everyone incorporating technology is to get the
technological experts within the firm to help those who are not savvy. It is also very important to
make decisions very quickly because sometimes you may implement new software and it may
fail and therefore it will need to be removed in a timely manner.
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Gregory
This small business owner has explained to me that the workplace culture in terms of
technology could be better and more efficient as not everyone is not that technologically savvy
because most of the positions call for field work to do physical building and renovation of
projects. The revenue of this company is on par with industry standard as they always try to keep
their best clients that give them approximately 20 projects per year. They sell their services to
their customers through presentations that they conduct at the offices of their clients to
demonstrate the latest exterior renovation projects that they have completed or that are ongoing.
In terms of stakeholders, this is a 2-person partnership, therefore both small business managers
help to support each other financially do their part to keep the company flourishing. This
company is not on social media, but they are currently interested in going online to see how they
can reach a new segment of the marketplace and acquire more clients.
The major milestones that this firm wants to reach this year is to close out the
multimillion dollar projects that they have and start to send invoices to clients with payment
requisitions. Some businesses lack technology because of the age group of the owners and
managers he expressed because they are of the older generation like himself. He demonstrates to
me that he would like to start doing 3D printing in his firm. This is an important and essential
part of the profession that will allow the project managers to create physical buildings to show to
a client that will enhance how the final building and design will look like. Printing building
materials on site will also be made possible as it would cut out the time and transportation that it
takes to drive back to the company’s warehouse.
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Brian
The online software that this small business uses to accomplish its job is a point-of-sale
software called Simphony POS that allows for cost control based on the bestselling products, a
hub to pay with all kinds of debit and credit cards and the ability to put and handle data on the
cloud that generally increases the speed to market new products and implement promotions and
menus. Employees are kept up to date on the implementation of new technology in this company
through the utilization of online training videos that give the opportunity for face time
interactions if anyone has any questions. The choosing of new technological software is based on
what helps the inventory management process easier and simpler because careful track of the
bottle sales and other products that sell is essential. He explains new technology to someone who
has limited tech skills by having a one-on-one role play with them in front of the software
application as a direct way to teach. His least favorite technology is anything that takes too long
to learn and teach to his employees as time is essential to him.
He expresses that the qualities and attributes of a successful team leader is to have strong
confidence in the team and the public that they serve. This approach is very important because it
allows for customers to always return and purchase good and products. The revenue and
production are on par with industry standard because a lot of individuals still brought wine and
spirits even in the days of the COVID-19 pandemic. They have a listing on google that advertise
and market to their target audience but does not have a website or is on social media. He is
interested on creating a website so the store can display new products such as contemporary wine
and ale to the public.
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Mark
This self-employed freelancer explained to me that the technical skills that he needs to
possess as well as those he teams with to do projects has mainly to do with mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing engineering. His revenue is on par with industry standard considering
the fact that he is always working on plumbing and electrical projects and is constantly busy. He
credits the convenience and diversity of Queens, New York as the main reason for always having
a way to stay up to date with getting referrals and phone calls. He has business cards to give out
to existing and potential customers but does not have a website and is also not on social media
platforms. They are no stakeholders involved as he is self-employed but is interested in maybe
partnering with another plumber and/or electrician to create project teams one day.
The major milestones this year include him branching out and getting more work trucks
and vans and eventually expanding the businesses into Long Island and Manhattan, New York.
He explains how he has the freedom to build his own schedule and work independently and
emphasized that he would like to learn about creating a website. I pitched to him the
implementation of Wix.xom, which is a website that educates you on how to build your own
website and upload the best projects and testimonials from customers. He expresses that the
choosing of new software has to be based on how fast it can link him to his business schedule
and location of customers simultaneously. He has not had any failed projects just the ones that
got cancelled at the owner’s discretion. He is interested in going on social media soon and
learning about how he can upload videos on YouTube.
Ali
This small business just opened its doors approximately three months ago and just had a
grand opening. It specializes in residential and commercial personal protection wear and other
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products for the individual that works in construction and just for the rugged outdoors type. All
products are new and state of the art that includes eye protection gear, hearing, hand, and body
protection. The online software that this small business owner uses to accomplish his job is an
inventory management software that is called Fishbowl and it helps the company keep track of
its product sales, the shipping and receiving of products from its warehouse and providing proper
pricing based on what is industry standard. Keeping himself as well as his employees up to date
with new technology is easy because of the products that he sells is of new design and meets or
exceeds all Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards.
He emphasized that the qualities or attributes of successful team leader or small business
owner is to try to outcompete the competition. In terms of vicinity, this idea works out very well
for him because he is the only safety store on the boulevard, therefore there is very little or no
competition for him to experience. He has a website that is currently being developed as it in its
early stages. This safety shop is not on social media yet, but the owner is very interested in going
online and wants to be on Instagram and YouTube to display videos of walkthroughs of the new
store. I explained to him that he can start this process by creating new online business social
media accounts for his company.
Daniel
This small business owner has an office and a few trucks and vans that allow him to carry
exterior building material such as engineered wood siding, insulation, gutters and shingles for
roofing, fiber cement, stucco, and synthetic stone. This company utilizes online platforms such
as Google, Instagram, and Facebook to place ads based on the products and services that it
offers. Keeping employees up to date with latest technology has been fairly easy because almost
everyone who place purchase orders and do presentations to clients are tech savvy. He expresses
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that a good knowledge of technology is essential in this profession because when it comes to
giving presentations to potential employees, before a contract is signed for a new project, a client
needs to know about the latest green and sustainable products. This is because new materials
such as recycled steel, cob, sustainable wood, and bamboo are all now being utilized in the
profession as they leave behind a much lesser carbon footprint than does a building built with
standard construction materials.
The least favorite technology is the one that the customer does not want, and he explains
to me as this will not be good for revenue or even business exposure. The largest milestone that
this company needs to meet this year is to have $800,000 in revenue in roofing and siding
services. This small business however is not on LinkedIn. I have expressed to him the business
benefits to having a LinkedIn platform. These advantages are the ability to upload before and
after pictures of residential and commercial projects worked on and the utilization of 3D
software to show the perspective of a finished building. He explains that he is interested in this
new platform and will investigate it.
Julio
The manager of this small businesses expressed to me that they do deliveries and there is
a new software application that they utilize called Go Share. This is software application in
which customers can download on their smartphones that give them the opportunity to get free
estimates, set up their location pickup times and deliver and track payments. He keeps his
employees up to date with new technology and changes by having meetings to educate those
who are not that tech savvy and getting other employees to help each other in the office and on
the road. This company choosing new software based on what works for them. He explains that
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maps are very important in this business because they show the customer the locations of pickup
and drop off of material.
According to this leadership knowledge, the qualities of a success team leader is someone
who teaches loyalty to his employees as deliveries need a very dependable staff to service the
public. His business however has not implemented any effort to go on social media as he is
intrigued about going on Instagram and YouTube but seemingly does not have the time to do so.
To incorporate this new platform in his small business he says he needs a team of experts to help
market and advertise his moving company to potentially new customers. He is a little concerned
that his competition is on social media platforms, and they may be ahead of him when it comes
to technological adoption and wants to catch up. I have explained to him that it is low to no cost
go on social media platforms and he can be trained, or he can educate himself on this technique
to eventually post a small business profile.
Ryan
The owner of this small business explained to me that most employees are not that tech
savvy, and their technical skills can be better as their job descriptions typically have to do with
stocking and storage. This company typically sells products, goods, drinks, and sandwiches to its
customers and they have a hot food department which sets them aside from the competition in
the neighborhood of Long Island City, Queens. The revenue percentage is up to par with what is
industry standard as they are surrounded by lots of apartment complexes as well as hotels that
bring patrons in on a regular basis. Products are sold in an easy way as they are available on the
shelves and behind the register for viewing. In terms of advertising and marketing, this small
business is not yet on social media and does not have a website.
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Since this is a family business, there are two stakeholders that partner with the owner
who are his brothers, and this creates a good scenario of trust and loyalty among them. He
expresses that the reason this business lacks technology is because he is not that tech savvy
himself and cannot find the time to catch up on the latest technological trends. He is interested in
developing a website to showcase the nice products he sells such as sandwiches, heroes, and hot
food. The major milestones that he has this year is to pay off some accrued debt and have more
of a diversified product shelf and hot food department. I explained social media to him, and he is
interested in taking that next step to go on Facebook and Instagram.
Abraham
The owner of this small business explained to me that he does not know much about new
technology or the technology that will work in his establishment. He is more of an old school
kind of person that does everything by hand including his point of sale. The only way he
advertises his products to customers is by handing out menus and brochures to customers when
they come in and make orders. They are no stakeholders in this company, and he is just the sole
owner and manager. This person is aware of social media platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, and YouTube and will eventually like to go on these networks in due time.
I have noticed that he does not have a good point of sale (POS) software at the register
and explained to him that there is software out there at very low cost. Examples of these software
applications are Revel Systems, POS Nation, and Epos Now. These types of applications have
integrated management systems that that help the small business owner or manager to better
understand and streamline purchase orders, payroll processing, and inventory with compatibility
across all types of computer platforms. This individual explains that this will be a huge upgrade
from what the company has installed right now which is just a standard and outdated register.
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The major milestones that this company must reach this year is that they want to create a healthy
juice department and they are aware that this will have to be state of the art and will require new
technology adoption as well.
David
This small business has products on sale as well as a hot grill that makes sandwiches and
tacos to sell to the public. The owner is interested in creating a company website as he tells me
that this implementation will be a tremendous improvement as he will then have the chance to
have customers create online orders and see what is new on the menu. Throughout the interview
I explained to him how he can implement a new website as he is not that tech savvy. For these
types of establishments, it is imperative for him to come up with a workable domain name for his
proposed website, display digital content on the home page such as products and the bestselling
menu items and make sure that the header and footer navigation items are easily accessible by
customers. He is fully aware of social media networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and Linked
in but does not have such a presence yet because he is old fashioned. He however is interested in
social media to market and advertise but is not ready to do so yet because he has to educate
himself on this new subject matter.
He explains that his small business lacks technology and the reason for this is a
generational thing as he is of the older crowd and likes to do things manually by hand. The
revenue this company brings in is on par with industry standard, but it could be better he explains
and wants to increase revenue this year by at least 15%. He explained to me that Facebook and
Instagram would be very good ways to advertise to the target audience. He understands that it is
very important to keep up with the times and that is why so many small businesses are successful
these days. He is also aware that cyber security and solutions are very important when it comes
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to technological adoption in a small business setting. Is very important to ensure that sensitive
financial data is protected that safeguards not only owner and manager but the information from
transactions involving customers.
Joel
The owner of the small business describes that the workplace culture in terms of
everyone’s technical skills is something that needs to be improved as well his own. The revenue
percentage is on par with industry standards, but it could be better as he has just developed and
implemented departments based on what new customers want. For example, a new assortment of
drinks and produce is now newly available to the public which gives them an edge above the
competition as they are other deli and grocery stores in the vicinity of this company. The
products and services that the company sells also includes grilled food and bakery goods to help
reach the target audience even more. The only stakeholders that this company has is family as
this store has been handed down from generation to generation. The owner is aware of social
networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube but is not currently on any one of them but
is interested in doing so.
The major milestones that this small business owner wants to achieve this year is the
increase of 25% in profits from the previous year. He explains to me that some businesses lack
technology because they do not have any type of social media platform segmentation. However,
he does have a very good point of sale software that allows them to manage inventory very well
as well as overhead expenses which speeds up the process of operations and production. He
would also like to start a delivery portion of the company in which customers can order products
and they get delivered to them through smart phone applications. I explained to him that this is
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all very doable if he streamlines his time management techniques just a little bit better. He
explained that that is true and will like to be on social media very soon.
Annie
This real estate business manager has just started to assume this position and would like
to install new software applications that gives her an industry overview as well as help save time.
She explains to me that she is typically decent in terms of tech savvy skills and will like to learn
how property and technology can be merged even more. The service that she sells to her
customer includes getting them the property of their dreams whether it be in order for
refinancing and/or flip to make a profit. She says that advertising and marketing to the target
audience would be easier if she were on social media platforms. She says that she is aware of
LinkedIn but is not on it yet and would like to explore the options.
The major milestones that she wants to reach is the establishment of herself as a bigname in the profession of real estate as well as the local district of Queens, New York. She
explained that the reason some small businesses lack technology is because of the drive and
ambition to explore such a channel of communication. She has no projected stakeholders who
are interested in coming on board with her, but would like to explore that option. She wants
stakeholders to come on board after her name is established to provide a sequence of how she
can use technological trends to further her business revenue. If someone has limited tech skills,
she likes to have one on one teaching sessions to get him up to speed on what works in the real
estate marketplace.
Sabrina
The online software that this manager uses to accomplish their job is an automated rental
and purchasing property platform application that takes into consideration the available
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properties, open houses, and those just recently in contract. Keeping her employees up to date on
the latest industry trends and new technology comes from having weekly meetings about what
they know in the ever-changing industry and what their clients have to say. She expresses that
the major milestone that her company has to accomplish this year is to focus more on the local
market to understand the magnitude of competition that she will face. She has no failed projects
or properties so far since doing business, but the movement and property flip could be faster.
This can also be attributed to local and district regulations that prolong mortgages as well as the
screening process of buyers.
The new technology in the profession of real estate that she is interested in is virtual tours
which is interior and exterior videos on properties that are up for sale. This small business does
not have this application yet but will implement later on this year. When a potential buyer sees a
virtual tour of a property, it saves them the time and resources to actually travel to the location in
person. According to her leadership knowledge, the qualities or attributes of a successful team
leader includes the ability to bring the staff together when something unforeseen happens such as
high vacancies in some districts and undesired locations that make it difficult to sell. She also
explains that the strategies that can be developed to help her staff incorporate new technology in
the workplace includes engaging everyone in remote and in-person training videos and showing
them that they will increase their revenue and workflow practices when new technology
applications are adopted.
Carol
This small business manager explained to me that everyone in the company is partially
tech savvy as their technical skills need an improvement. The primary software that they utilize
to accomplish their projects is AutoCAD and Revit Architecture which are the premier software
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in the profession. The firm sells its products and services in the form of construction drawings
and specifications to the client. Marketing and advertising to the client is done through the
company’s website that emphasizes their most important and successful projects. Currently,
there are no stakeholders who have bought shares in this company yet as they are not that large
of a firm.
The major milestone to be reached this year is to increase revenue by approximately 20%
as compared to the previous year’s sales. The new technology that she is interested in
implementing is three-dimensional construction model making. She explained that some of the
high-end clients that the company serves would like to see a 3D life-size model of a proposed
design. This approach will give a very lifelike view of what a residential or commercial building
is to look like after it is built. She also expressed that she is looking into adopting new
technology in the form of purchasing a 3D printer to accomplish this new task.
Katherine
The owner of this firm is an amateur environmentalist and likes to incorporate sustainable
green technology into her designs. She explains that solar power is something that is becoming
popular among residential homeowners and lots of new business is available based on this
market demand. This firm currently designs passive home solar panels, and their function is to
capture the sun’s radiation and then convert such rays into electricity. This results in a very low
electric bill and eventually no electric bill at all as solar energy is being taken from the sun each
day. This company’s favorite new applications are those of green energy and design that include
geothermal heating, solar windows, and cool roofs.
This company is not on any social media platforms yet and I have explained to her the
importance of a LinkedIn and a YouTube page. She is interested in social media technology
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adoption and would like to know more about this subject. A specialty page can be created on
LinkedIn to showcase this firm’s latest and sustainable projects along with renderings and site
walk through pictures. YouTube can help her provide to the target audience video walkthroughs
as well as presentations based on proposed and upcoming designs. Keeping her employees up to
date with new technology is easy because she has weekly FaceTime meetings with the entire
staff to have a dialogue about any new software applications.
Philip
This small business manager explains that he is using the latest technology to streamline
the construction projects in his firm, and it is called Job Progress. This is a software application
that is a cloud-based tool that creates a way for contractors to communicate with Architects and
Engineers. For example, when a construction schedule is created, all individuals who are
involved in the account of the program and project are able to see it as well as help modify it.
They are able to do this online and create a very convenient way of modifying tasks, resources,
and project deliverables without having to take the time and energy to meet in person. There is
also a customer relationship manager part to this software program that allows for the
construction project manager to better do advertising, branding, marketing as well as create
proposals for the client in much more efficient ways.
The choosing of new technological software in this small business comes from the
experience and expertise of the staff. Mostly everyone in this form is tech savvy and they also
know and understand the best new and emerging software that work in the profession. This
company is not on social media yet and will like to inquire on how to do so since the manager
emphasizes that this is a new wave of communication that he would like to be a part of. The
qualities of attributes of successful team leader includes the ability to always train employees on
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what new projects call for in terms of what the clientele wants as well as scope of work and
budget. He expresses that if a small business has not adopted new technology yet, then it is a
cause for concern because they will get left behind in the long run.
Steven
This is a self-employed contractor that works extensively on plumbing and electrical
projects about Queens, New York. He has a small staff of three to five people that help him with
communicating to clients as well as providing a helping hand to help build and construct work.
He does not have a website and is also not on any social media platforms because he is not that
tech savvy and considers himself old school. He does his advertising and marketing to the target
audience in the neighborhood from word-of-mouth communication as well as referrals from one
homeowner to another. He explains to me that in terms of revenue percentage, he is doing well
because of the word-of-mouth referrals that he gets but will like to increase his revenue this year
by 25%.
He explains to me that he used to have someone who wanted to be a stakeholder and
become a business partner with him, but that plan fell through. Since he has limited tech skills,
when it comes to learning about new machines and materials, he typically goes on YouTube to
educate himself on the videos that offer instruction and direction based on installations. He
explains to me that it would be nice to at least have a business website. Since he is an
independent contractor having a well-built website and business cards is the next level because
this will result in everyone in the neighborhood and the borough of Queens, New York knowing
who he is. Advertising and marketing will now become much faster and easier when he
implements this portion of his small business.
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Research Question Responses
Considering the responses by participants, the following section presents the findings
according to the research question.
R1. Why do some businesses lack technology?
Through the dialogue of discussion regarding small business technology with leaders and
managers I learned that they get their head start as entrepreneurs through partnerships, selfstarters and a business being handed down from the previous generation. Duffet (2017) explained
that social media advertising communications has had positive cognitive impacts as well as
favorable attitudes towards the acquisition of new consumers in a small business setting. Some
of these individuals also explained that they use YouTube as an outlet to research the new trends
in technology for their business. They find this to be a very valuable tool as online videos are
readily available to them so they can utilize to perfect their business craft. I asked them why
some businesses like yours lack technology. Some responded by saying that the lack of finances
is the reason as some technology can be costly while others stated that lack of knowledge on the
topic and subject as the reason.
R2. What are the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology?
Zollo et al. (2020) emphasized the importance of the emotional and rational small
business service and product brand experience to be experienced by the target audience that
result in the increase of revenue. For example, all of the small businesses that I interviewed need
help when it comes to the technology that they use or do not use. For example, I observed that
even the small businesses that are on social media platforms are not utilizing all of them and are
just on a few. Some managers do not just do it for the money as they like the fact they do not
have to answer to authority when they work for themselves. I also found out that so far, some
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businesses owners have not implemented new technology in their enterprises because many of
the positions do not call for software or hardware to be involved. I also learned that the culture of
some companies does not call for new technology to be adopted because of resistance from some
managers and employees.
R3. Why should businesses and organizations that have not implemented new technology
be concerned?
I found that some of the small business owners that I interviewed and observed were born
in the 1960s and 1970s in an era where technology did not exist very much in the workplace and
in the everyday lives of people. Langmia and Tyree (2017) told us that when it comes to
conducting an analysis on new communication and technology implementation, it is necessary to
create data collection sheets and create coded themes based on identified findings. For example,
the small business owners I interviewed are familiar with and do utilize email to communicate
with some of their suppliers, but it stops there. I found that my main job throughout this entire
interview process was to educate and give the small business owners a sense of motivation and
hope that they can and will implement new technology to remain competitive. Those who have
not implement new technology spend approximately 30% of their week and routine doing things
manually and by hand instead of utilizing computer and technological assistance. When I asked
them about if they are willing to take the time to learn about new technology that can make their
lives easier that answer was a “yes” almost unanimously if the proper direction is given.
R4. What strategies can be developed to help businesses incorporate new technology?
Ruddock (2017) stated that the very first step in the integration of technological research
and social media experience has to also relate to the real-world issues that people care about as
well as academic studies. For example, I asked the interviewees if they have any ideas or
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strategies of their own to adopt new technology in their companies. Mark felt that he was a little
behind when it comes to the knowledge of what works in the profession and since he is selfemployed freelancer, he needs social media as a host to communicate his hard work and portfolio
projects successfully done. He as friends who are also small business owners and they are on
Facebook and Instagram. He feels a little left out and behind in the process of this new wave of
communication. I explained to him that his goal and objective should be to showcase his best
pictures online of plumbing and electrical projects worked on as well as the ones that are the
most profitable to his target audience.
The following graphs and visualizations show the responses from the individual
interviews in detail based on 30 individual interviews and responses:
Figure 6
Percentage breakdown of ages of small business owners interviewed
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Figure 7
The quantity of the different types of small owners interviewed

Figure 8
Numerical breakdown of the small businesses currently implementing social media

Figure 9
Numerical breakdown of the different types of generations of small business owners

Summary
Chapter Four presented the findings from the data collected. A discussion of the results
will follow in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Change is an inevitability in business. Eventually, an organization will reach a point where they
need to make changes to gain a competitive advantage or at least avoid falling behind. This is
especially true of the technology an organization uses – Perdomo (2021)
Overview
The objective of this qualitative phenomenological study was to understand the reasons
why some small business owners fail to use technology as part of their business strategy. I, a
long-time resident of Queens, NY, and a small business owner, observed first-hand that many
business owners, especially those of an older generation, chose to not use technology. I wanted
to know why this was the case and decided to conduct research that explored this trend. Over a
period of three weeks in late April and early May, I conducted unstructured interviews with 30
small businesses in the Queens, NY area. The businesses ranged in scope and size, and included
real estate firms, bakery, restaurants and bars, architecture firms, professional engineering firms,
deli and groceries, construction management firms, and self-employed contractors. This study
viewed the problem through a main theoretical phenomenological lens to better understand the
relationship between humans and technology.
This chapter includes a concise synopsis of my empirical, real-world experience based on
the individual interviews that were conducted. All participants were small business owners,
managers, or leaders in their own specific profession and specialty area. The overarching
objective beyond understanding why some businesses today choose to not integrate technology
into their marketing strategy was to spend time with contemporary small business owners and
ask them how they view their professions, competition, and target marketplace in respective of
the products and services they offer. Ma et al. (2014) stated that self-perceptions of a small
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business owner, manager, and leader can make all the difference when it comes to digital content
sharing over social media. This is partially why the small business owners that have not yet
implemented new technology have to be concerned because their competitors have already done
so and are already ahead of them.
Leadership and Management Techniques
Almost all the individuals interviewed wanted to utilize social media communication
platforms to help them generate more revenue. IIavarasan et al. (2018) stated that a good and
functional social media advertising and marketing small business strategy is more than just
collecting shares, tweets, and likes. For example, it is about answering the questions of the
customers that are a part of the target market and helping the existing clients experience new
products and services. Of all the individuals interviewed, 26% of them are of the first generation,
41% of them are of the second generation and 33% are of the third generation. Of course, the
largest challenge in terms of age is the third generation because of their communication
apprehension and fear of incorporating new technology since they are all used to doing
everything manually and in a traditional way.
Summary of Findings
The following discussion includes a synthesis of the findings as they relate to the research
questions guiding this study.
R1. Why do some businesses lack technology?
Voorveld et al. (2018) explained that constant engagement on social media platforms has
a lot to do with how users implement and engage in advertising and marketing techniques. This
study is very essential in helping to understand those small business owners that need to bring
their companies on social media platforms to improve exposure, advertisement, and revenue. My
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research shows that many participants utilize social media for their personal communication
goals, but many do not see the value in using it for business needs. Many of the participants were
also intimidated to bring new software applications into their businesses because of the lack of
time on their end to learn a new craft. I believe that this also stems because they need to reorganize their staff and working environment give some of their tasks to others to free up their
own time in return.
According to our conversations, I have gathered that these small business owners do care
a lot about the local and federal politicians lowering their corporate and business taxes. This will
result in more funding to be put towards hiring new employees which is something that a lot of
them want to do. More time and emphasis can be allocated to new technology adoption if the
time is just there, they explained. I have also learned that the older small business owners that do
have the time to learn new technology simply do not have anyone around to teach them.
Interactions in the Workplace
All these small business owners are generally very busy and are always trying to plan
their work better and have more frequent meetings with their staff as well as clients. According
to Hagenbach and Koessler (2010), audience analysis is a major part of strategic communication
in business as it allows the leader or manager to understand how to serve their clients more
efficiently. For example, the architecture, engineering, and construction project management
firms that I interviewed emphasize that understand the skillset of every employee is essential.
This is because some projects are larger, more profitable, and more difficult to execute than
others. Understanding one’s ability will allow for better placement, meeting milestones faster
and more understanding on who to give which types of projects to when they come in.
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Social Media as an Influence
Huan (2018) explained that effective social media advertising and marketing should
merge and blend e-marketing into its business strategy. For example, the real estate companies
that do utilize social media platforms like to also advertise the district or town in which the
property is being sold in. I was also amazed to learn how lots of these individuals I interviewed
are interested on going on social media platforms to advertise and market their businesses as no
one shunned away from this idea. I have also given them the idea of the possible implementation
of social commerce. This is a part of the e-commerce boom which is when a small business uses
social media platforms to sell their products and services.
Social commerce is an emerging and growing new technology on social media as well as
small businesses. It assists a company to better engage their target audience and consumers based
on their buying behaviors. Incentives are also given to individuals that visit a company’s website
as well as return. Individuals are then converted into customers through the applications that they
utilize. Client reviews, consumer ratings and testimonials are all a part of social commerce.
R2. What are the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology?
Talat et al. (2017) stated that the introduction of new technology in a small business must
be managed and overseen by an individual that serves both as a leader and manager of the
company. Some of the interviewees informed me that one of the reasons they have not adopted
new technology is because they simply do not understand what digital transformation is and how
to even go about it. For example, this is very common in the above the 50 years old age group as
their generation did not have many technological devices and software when they were growing
up. This makes them intimidated and afraid to do any research and explore new software
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adoption in the small businesses that they are a part of. Also, many of them underestimate the
importance and scope of new technology.
The individuals that I interviewed that are in their 20s and 30s more understand the key
terms of technological adoption such as e-commerce, digital adverting and marketing and change
management. I feel that to get everyone on the same page when new technology is implemented
such as a point-of-sale system and social media platforms it is very important to develop and
administer an employee performance support system that generates a report. Without monitoring
efficient and strong employee performance, it is very difficult to see that employees are learning
new software and technology. This support system contains interactive walkthroughs, smart
popups screens and contextual resources that help people learn about new technologies. The
approach will help replace in-person training software itself will help to train employees if the
small business manager has limited knowledge of the subject.
R3. Why should businesses and organizations that have not implemented new technology
be concerned?
Paquin et al. (2016) stated that the risks of implementing new technology in the
workplace always involves continuous maintenance, support, and assistance in its beginning
phases. Small business owners are concerned because many of their competition is already
utilizing new technology. A lot of the small business owners that I interviewed that does not
have the latest technology are worried that they are lagging behind. For example, old school
small business owners have what is called legacy systems that contain manual instead of
automatic processes. For example, one of the deli and grocery owners do all billing by hand and
utilize computer software that is very old and outdated. I have educated them on the importance
of using QuickBooks for their business and how efficient and beneficial it can become.
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The individuals of the real estate and architecture firms told me that their objective has
always been to hold and own tangible assets. These are things that are physical in value such as
inventory, cash, buildings, and equipment. New technology has been developed to help organize
and manage tangible assets to provide limited or low liability. For example, they emphasized that
it is also important to have money set aside for unexpected expenses such as cracking in the
sidewalk, a leaking roof or pipes breaking in any of their properties. Utilities such as plumbing,
wiring, and heating take time to monitor and repair if ever damaged. These are reason why some
small business owners do have the time and resources to adopt new and improved technologies
in their firms.
R4. What strategies can be developed to help businesses incorporate new technology?
Tsekouras et al. (2017) explained in their study that it is important for the more
technologically savvy employees in a small business to help those who are lagging behind and
are not familiar with new software. The strategies that can be developed are that small businesses
can implement and take part in different types of training that involve videos and chat bots to
help their project teams learn and become aware of new technologies. According to the feedback
I received, most interviewees are interested in a test run which is one of the strategies they can
use when they decide to implement new technology and learn about it. Most of the feel that
visual representations are the best way to learn, and it is important to learn by doing and
mimicking videos and tutorials. Most of them understand that technology adoption will be an
extensive change to their company that aims to make their loves easier.
Many of these interviewees were also concerned with the cybersecurity aspects of
installing new technology in their small businesses. I explained to them that cybersecurity does
come with lots of technology such as smart carts, voice ordering and checkout-free areas. The
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advantages of cybersecurity in a small business setting includes comprehensive and extensive
digital protection from hackers, the protection of the personal information of the patron, protects
from viruses that can slow down the entire system and the inclusion of a firewall. Cybersecurity
is also an aspect that comes with tutorials and walkthroughs that help educate the user on all of
the features. All of these attributes made the interviewees feel more comfortable with technology
adoption and they explained to me that it only a matter of time until they improve and upgrade
on this topic.
Discussion
The connection to many of the analysis and theories explained in this study relates very
well to the previous research in Chapters Two and Four.
Phenomenology – Real Stories
One of the guiding hopes of my study was to sit down with various business owners in
my own neighborhood (and surrounding areas) to ask them about their technology use. This
approach was chosen to understand how these individuals feel about accepting new technology
in their workplace. I wanted to ask them specifically why they either chose to adopt technology
or why they did not. I wanted them to be able to share their real story with me. I also wanted to
understand if any of them see new technology adoption as a way of streamlining their business
practices. To do this, I needed to allow each participant the opportunity to narrate their
experience.
According to Creswell and Poth (2018), narrative theory is an inquiry or approach that
allows me to understand the experience of the individual being analyzed and interviewed. This
approach is very important to me because it allows for me to document all interviews in the form
of a story that includes the journey that a small business owner or manager goes through.
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Everyone I interviewed has their own human perception of how to run their businesses and they
all differ from each other. Narrative storytelling in this study is non-fiction and it is presented in
sequential format through the purpose of spoken and written words.
The small businesses that I visited also contain their own forms of narrative and creativity
such as architecture, art, drawings, construction, and building and engineering. For example, the
architectural firms I interviewed showed how simple sketches and drawings can be developed
into construction documents for approval from the local department of buildings. Such drawings
can then be developed into real life physical architectural and engineering models through
miniature construction. This process tells a narrative story to the client of how a simple central
idea can be developed into a space for living and working. By allowing the experience of visiting
each of the businesses and discussing the owner's use of technology, I was able to understand
their communication choices and see how an abstract design can become conceptual and then
become the real story of their own world.
Cybernetics
Al-Qallaf and Al-Mutairi (2016) explained that digital literacy is the process that
comprises contemporary skills to appropriately utilize technology for both personal and business
use. This tradition is responsible for allowing me to understand how small business owners
process new information concerning new technology adoption. For example, if a new point of
sale system or a new accounting software is implemented in a small business the objective is to
get the most information about these systems across the project teams and staff. This should
happen in a way that results in the least amount of interference to carefully streamline the
process. The science of how management and communications in human beings relate to
machines and technological learning and mastery is the cybernetic approach.
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The cybernetic tradition also allows me to understand the different types of social and
organizational systems that are in the everyday lives of each small business owner. For example,
the owner of a deli and grocery is a part of a different type of social system than an engineer
because the deli and grocery owner deals with the public whereas the engineer deals with
selective individuals whom she has appoints only. Cybernetics is also associated with the
improvement, development, and management of a company as well as how its employees
respond to technological change. It is important to keep in mind that the world around us is also
filled with systems in which we live, work, and socialize. These are all systems that relate to this
communication tradition.
Technology Acceptance Model
Christina, the owner of an architecture firm thinks that the technology acceptance model
only works well within her company if her employees have a good and healthy attitude towards
adopting technology. For example, an employee has to welcome new technology and its
utilization and never have any doubts or skepticism towards this process. The implications of this
subject on the theoretical framework is that she is willing to adopt new technology because she
understands the positive results it can yield.
Dennis, the owner of an engineering firm says that the technology acceptance model is
only useful when a software that is implemented in his office is useful and saves time. He comes
to this conclusion because he has lots of projects to get out the door and efficiency is his biggest
issue. This conclusion affects the theoretical framework because it shows that he wants to use
technology for one of its most intended purposes which is to save time and money.
Patricia, the owner of the hair spa explains that the technology acceptance model is very
useful only when machines are involved. Her entire staff utilizes styling and massage machines
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to service their clients. Acceptance of technology in this environment has a lot to do with the
customer accepting such machines to service them. This has implications on the theoretical
framework of this study because this owner emphasizes the usage of technology in machines to
get work done faster and easier.
Diffusion of Innovation
Ramonia, the owner of a project management firm, says that diffusion of innovation is
very essential in her profession because new technology is always being introduced to her
through networking. Some of these applications are smart sheet, ring central, and Wrike. Since
some projects require certain types of software and applications, the spreading and diffusion of
ideas throughout her project teams is very essential. Her response has implications on the
theoretical framework of this study because she feels that innovative technologies should be
spread throughout her firm to be more useful to those that lack certain skills.
Vittorio, the owner of an architecture firm states that his business is moving more
towards the diffusion of ideas that have to dot with sustainable technology adoption. He wants to
soon get his office involved in design such as gardens in the sky, algae canopies for local parks,
and tall timber framed condominiums. The rate of this new innovation in architecture is not
moving as fast as he had hoped but he is still optimistic as there a few clients that desire to have
him draw up these designs. His response has implications on the theoretical framework of this
study because he feels that in the business of architecture and design if a software is not
innovative it will not help his firm successfully go up against the competition such as other
architects and engineers.
Gregory, the owner of a construction management firm explained that new construction
innovations that he is working on include high-definition geological surveying, self-healing
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concrete, and the building of green roofs. These ideas are spreading at a normal pace across his
company and the profession. His biggest challenge is teaching these innovations to his project
teams as some employees learn and adopt new technology at slower paces than others. This has
implications on the theoretical framework of this study because he feels that the more original
and innovative a new technology is the more of a challenge it is to learn.
Ali, the owner of a building supplies and safety store explains that he has a lot of
architects, engineers, and construction managers as clients. The innovative products that they ask
for include cross laminated timber, pigmented concrete and light generating cement. He
explained that the rate of adoption of these building products is at a good pace, but he still has a
task of educating his staff about them. He hands out technical data sheets that shows the
specifications and shop drawings of each product to both his clients and staff which helps the
ideas and new products spread more rapidly. His response has implications on the theoretical
framework of this study because he feels that some products and technology spread across his
project teams faster than others depending on the complexity of its design and software.
Communication Apprehension
Communication Apprehension (CA) has been studied by researchers interested in
knowing why people are fearful of communicating with other people (Mosey, 2016).
Communication apprehension is defined as “the fear or anxiety associated with either real or
anticipated communication with another person or persons” (Encyclopedia.com, 2021). Research
into communication apprehension began in the 1970s when James McCroskey began researching
why people had difficulty speaking in various situations or contexts (Perrault, 2017).
Communication apprehension as it has been used in studies, suggests that individuals
may be fearful of speaking in one situation but not fearful of speaking in another or they may be
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fearful of speaking in multiple situations. Although this study did not specifically look at fear
related to public speaking, it did question if communication apprehension played a small role in
why some business owners might avoid adopting technology or using technology because of
fear. The results of this study did show that some business owners were afraid of adopting new
technology, and others were afraid of upgrading or using the newest technology. Thus, these
business owners tended fall into three broad categories of technology use, as suggested by
Rogers’ (1962) Diffusion of Innovation Theory: early adopters, late adopters, and laggards.
Those Who Have Adopted Technology and Use it Effectively
Of the individuals I interviewed, four of the business owners were early adopters and
used new technology as part of their business effectively: Joanna, the owner of a bakery;
Disomary, the owner of a real estate company; Christina, the owner of an architecture firm; and
Dennis, the owner of an engineering firm.
What I learned about these people is that the ones that have adopted new technology in
the workplace have transformed their operations and business strategies to remain competitive.
Small businesses that have created a digital portal to convey digital data and commination
marketing to their chosen masses. The objective is to deliver more accurate and precise data and
information based on the products and services that are showcased. These individuals utilize new
technological trends and software to align their entire firms to become more culturally relevant.
The adoption of new technology allows for the better collaboration among project teams through
innovation.
Those Who Adopted Technology Slowly or Late
Similarly, of the business owners I interview, four owners admitted that they were slow
in adopting technology. These four included: James, the owner of a restaurant; Ashley, the owner
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of a storage company; Rajesh, the owner of a deli and grocery; and Mark, a self-employed
contractor
What I have learned about the individuals who were slow to adopt new technology is that
they are afraid that they are losing their competitive edge in the profession. They do not have the
time or knowledge to expand into an online presence and social media platform. They are in
necessary need of someone to explain and show them that implementing new technology is
essential when it comes to accomplishing projects and tasks cheaper and more time efficient. The
interaction of a consumer on social media platforms can happen in real-time and those who are
aware of this technology can spot target market opportunities faster. They need to decide to
adopt technology at a faster pace because I have learned that their competitors may have become
more efficient and up to date with the latest contemporary trends.
Those Who Fail to Adopt Technology (Laggards)
Finally, four of the interviewees would be considered laggards according to Roger’s
(1962) Diffusion of Innovation model. These business owners are Steven, self-employed; Ryan,
deli and grocery; Abraham, deli grocery, and grill; and David, deli, grocery, and grill.
As a result of the interview process, I have noticed that there are individuals that have not
used ancient or legacy technology and did not want to upgrade to the latest systems. These small
business owners are considered laggards and they are typically set in their ways of doing
business the old school and old-fashioned way. For example, they have explained to me that their
internal usage systems as well as the revenue producing products that they carry need to be
showcased online but they do not have any knowledge of how to do so. However, these
interviewees are worried about their competition just like those who have not adopted new
technologies in the workplace. They understand others in the same profession have already
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adopted and utilized new technology in the workplace and they themselves are lagging behind. A
social media marketing and advertising business plan will help them drive the creation and
adoption of new systems of technology that they can utilize in their workplace to make their lives
easier and better equipped to face their competition and better serve their target market.
Overall, I have learned that the individuals that have incorporated new technology are not
apprehensive about technological change. They are basically opened to learn about new trends in
the marketplace and their professions. I have learned that they understand that new technology
adoption does not mean a complete overhaul, but it requires gradual attention and dedication
from individuals. Mechanism and tools such as LinkedIn and Instagram must be utilized to give
the operating model of a firm more agility and productivity. The ability to scale the culture of the
workplace to accept new and improved technological changes is a process and it results in high
rewards.
Summary of Findings for Research Questions
RQ 1. Why do some businesses lack technology?
The findings from the interviews that answers this research question was from the
interviews of small business owners who said that they had unrealistic expectations,
underdeveloped talent and not really anyone willing to learn about new technologies when it
comes to technology adoption. They were also not too familiar because of their age group as they
were of the older generation. Some companies do not have a purpose or direct plan set in place to
bring new technology onboard and implement in the workplace.
RQ 2. What are the reasons why some businesses fail to adopt new technology?
The findings from the interviews answers this research question gave me the information
that lots of small business owners had underdeveloped computer operating systems. For
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example, the gap in competency was a factor in their workplace. This leads to a sense of
employee resistance when it comes to technology acceptance and adoption as it is difficult to
establish goals concerning user experience. When goals are established, it is important to have
proper management and leadership to communicate such as aspects to work towards and build a
solution.
RQ 3. Why should businesses and organizations that have not implemented new technology
be concerned?
The findings from the interviews answers this research question as lots of small business
owners told me that they know that some of their competitors have already been implementing
new technology. Also, some individuals I interviewed are concerned with the costs of technology
adoption as they feel that they may have to pay too much for new applications and software.
They are not familiar with software that offer trials and training programs. They have informed
me that they feel that training employees on a new software system can be very time consuming
and frustrating. This can also take away the attention from their primary tasks and job and tasks.
RQ 4. What strategies can be developed to help businesses incorporate new technology?
The findings from the interviews answers this research question because I have learned
that individuals are not aware of the new technologies that are available to them. After sitting
with them and taking part in a dialogue I was able to understand their apprehension and
skepticism. I explained that they need to write down and document the problems and issues that
their company is facing. This is the clearest path to understanding what types of technology is to
be chosen and carried out to help streamline business better. A pilot or trial program is also
useful to work out any issues and also gather feedback from users.
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Implications of the Study
The Oxford Dictionary (2022) defines the word, “implications” as meaning “the
conclusion that can be drawn from something although it is not explicitly stated.” This study
sought to understand why some small business owners fail to adopt new technology in their
place of work. The theoretical framework explored is the technology acceptance model as it
allows me to understand the actual technological system that each interviewee desires to utilize.
The implication is to also understand the distinguished usefulness of technology in the workplace
and how such utilization can enhance someone’s job performance. It is important to consider the
social and professional influence someone who is technologically savvy has on someone who is
not so they can help them catch up.
The interviewees understood the importance of how new technology can provide an ease
of use. Nobody likes to have a complicated system to work with as the simpler new technology
appears to be the better the attitude of the user. For example, as odd as that may seem, many
businesses in the Queens, NY area are not utilizing the latest technology and some are not using
technology at all. This study hopes to create insight and to understand why this phenomenon
exists in the 21st century. More so, I wanted to also learn what can be done to assist the owners
who are afraid or unwilling to adopt technology. The following discussion of the theoretical,
empirical, and practical implications is a way to consider how to use the results from this study
for that purpose.
Theoretical Implications
This research allowed me to investigate the theoretical implication of phenomenology
which is a part of qualitative theory and analysis. This style of thought and its characteristics
allow me to understand the individual small business culture, social environment, and
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consciousness of each of the individuals I interviewed. For example, I have learned that a small
business owner who has adopted a significant amount of technology in the workplace is
generally more confident than those who have not. This is because when a small business owner
has the newest and latest technology in their establishment, they are generally not too concerned
or worried about their competition. They can now compete with anyone and at times can lower
the prices of their products and services to bring in more clients.
Mosey (2016) stated that companies must take into consideration new technology in their
respective professions when they are introducing new products to their operations management
teams which will result in better structured deals, value propositions and contracts. For example,
the theoretical implications of the narrative theory include better small business diversity and
reflections on social situations that involve customer purchasing. The theoretical implication of
the cybernetic tradition includes the relation to different types of disciplines that are a subset of
this theory. They are known as social systems, mechanical systems, electrical systems, and
governmental systems. This is how we relate as communicators to the world around us.
Empirical Implications
Von Groddeck (2011) explained that real-world technology must be empirical in nature
and must contain design development and prototyping to be implemented successfully. My
observation states that each small business owner, leader, or manager impacts their communities
in very good ways. This is what makes this study even more fruitful. All of the small businesses I
interviewed showcased the character of their neighborhood in different ways that allows for them
to communicate and interact on both business and personal levels. Unique and independent
products and services are always found in a small business’ inventory as compared to large
corporations.
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The men and women I interviewed had their own ways of thinking when it comes to
keeping their overhead low and revenue high. For example, the owner of the project management
firm told me that sometimes it’s better to direct your resources and attention to the core clients
that you already have. This can help save time instead of having to pound the pavements to bring
in new customers. Empirical impactions of this study also include risk in a small business setting
and to prevent unforeseeable issues such as a lack of resources or funding. In this scenario, it is
important to be adaptable and relate to changes quickly that may include better customer
experience and lowering prices to compete with the other firms in the profession.
Practical Implications
The practical implication of this study includes how the interviews can help teach us how
each small business owner views the real world especially when it comes to their values and
ethics. “Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but he who makes his ways crooked will be
found out” (Proverbs 12:22, King James Version). For example, all of the interviewees are
religious, and their religions range from Christian, Catholic, Muslim, and Hindu. They explained
to me the importance of doing business the honest way and always putting the needs of the
customer first. Some of these individuals also emphasized how in today’s contemporary world
digital communication and technology makes it a lot easier to identify and publicize any types of
immorality or ethical misconduct.
Small businesses offer a unique experience to a customer because a lot of them provide
personal face-to-face communication and services that large corporations do not typically do. It
is very important for a local business to stand out from the rest and establish something that
others do not have. They are lots of events, meetings, and groups for small businesses in Queens,
New York, and some of them are called Business Outreach Center of Queens, Queens Economic
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Development Corporation, and Queens Business Networking Group. All of these networking
groups provide small business owners with ways of how to support their economic growth.
Practical implications include referrals programs, creating and retaining jobs and positions,
workshops to assist entrepreneurs, and small business planning and strategy assistance.
Delimitations and Limitations
This research covers small business owners in Queens, New York because it is the most
diverse metropolis to do this in the entire world. An array of small business owners, managers
and leaders were analyzed and documented based on their current and future expertise. This
study is also ethnographic in nature because all the small business owners were diverse in terms
of their culture and religion. For example, I interviewed Indian and Hispanic managers who own
deli and grocery stores, and I noticed their products differ based on their location and ethnicity.
The owners of the restaurants and bars that I interviewed had dishes and drinks that differed ass
well based on the different types of age groups that they serve.
I did not experience many limitations throughout this study as almost all the interviewees
were happy to have their interview conducted. I kept on trying to get interviews until I reached
an optimum sense of saturation in terms of quantity. Sometimes I would have to return to an
establishment or firm two or three times because the owner was not available. The best way to
tackle and solve a limitation is to be persistence and consistent in your approach that is exactly
what I did. For the most part, when they learned that I was doing this project for school and that I
am an academic, they were happy to contribute.
Future Research Ideas
This research study has taught me about what is missing in a lot of the small businesses
that I interviewed, and it is called funding. Future research should include small business funding
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as this is one of the biggest reasons there is no or little technology adoption. When enough or a
surplus of money is available, new ventures can start to become a reality. For example, I have
mentioned to some of the interviewees that it is very important to look into the Small Business
Administration. This administration helps small businesses to achieve bank loans, online loans,
grants, credit union financing and crowdfunding. Optimum financial strength is essential when it
comes for a small business achieving sustainability.
Additional research also needs to be done to explore the different types of loans and
grants that are available to minorities, women, and veterans. For example, there are specific
types of business grants that help minority small business owners, and they are called The USDA
Rural Business Development Grant Program, National Association for the Self-Employed and
Small Business Innovation Research, and Small Business Technology Transfer Programs. Some
of these organizations help new and aspiring entrepreneurs in low wealth neighborhoods with
business training and financial and budgetary counseling. Credit and money management is also
available in certain workshops as well as technical guidance. Grants.gov is also a popular option
and platform that has information on over 1,000 small business grant programs that help develop
and expand companies from urban to rural areas.
Summary
The purpose of this study and is to create a bridge between thematic and empirical
research. The topic states how small businesses can be improved and developed better using the
communication technique of qualitative, narrative, and cybernetic analysis. Thematic analysis is
about observation of real-world subjects and how they relate to theory and empirical studies. For
example, the qualitative research technique focuses on the participation of the observer to create
individual case studies. I focused on small business owners that are naturally surrounded by
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machines in the form of software or hardware. Social media is an ongoing way of small business
communication.
Using a real story approach allowed me to analyze every small business owner
interviewed and create an understanding of their individual consciousness through the
phenomenological field of study. The structure and philosophy of the human emotion and how it
relates to small business leadership, strategy, operations, and management are showcased in this
study. Empirical real-world technology that increase the revenue and helps keep costs down
helps an individual expand the boundaries. The aspect of ethnography is also involved that
allows us to see that each small business owner is very diverse in nature, culture, and business
acumen. Human beings communicate in many social systems and networks. Every subject
studied was essential in helping to prove the topic and objectives correctly.
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